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Abstract

The international competitiveness and success of the Australian sugar industry, which is

one of the world's largest exporters of raw sugar depends on increased cane yield and

advanced farming practices. One of the key drivers for a sustainable sugar industry is

therefore, to increase cane yield through designing efficient breeding programs, that aim

at producing new and improved varieties of cane. Selection for superior genotypes is the

most important aspect of sugarcane breeding programs, and is a long and expensive

process. It consists of a number of stages where at each stage some genotypes are

chosen for further selection and some are discarded fl.-om future selection. Designing a

selection system is a complex task, with varying parameters at each stage. While studies

have investigated different components of selection independently, there has not been a

whole system approach to improve the process of selection.

The aim of this research was to develop a tool for the optimisation of selection systems.

The problem of designing an efficient selection system has two components: firstly,

evaluating the performance of selection systems and secondly, deciding on a combination

of selection variables that will select the most promising genotypes. These two

components were designated sub-objectives, one and two respectively.

To address the first sub-objective, data on previous selection trials was collected and

used to predict gain for different selection designs. The value that is used to compare the

performances of different selection systems is what was called in this thesis, the genetic

gain for economic value G, a measure based on the estimate of a potential economic

value of a genotype if planted as a cultivar. The connection between G and choice taken

for selection variables at various stages is complex and not expressible by a simple set of
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formulas. Instead, a computer based stochastic simulation model SSSM (Sugarcane

Selection Simulation Model) was developed.

To eliminate as many simplifYing assumptions as possible and bring the study as close to

real life as possible, the quantitative genetics of sugarcanes relevant to selection was

studied. Furthermore, a specific sugarcane-breeding region was targeted, the Burdekin

region (Australia). To ensure the accuracy of the SSSM, it performance was verified and

the sensitivity analysis was performed to identifY those variance parameters to which it is

most sensitive.

By, developing the SSSM this study approached the problem as an integrated system,

where if one parameter changes the state of the whole system changes. Furthermore, by

creating an accurate selection simulation model a new methodology for evaluating

alterative sugarcane selection strategies was obtained. A new methodology that tests the

performance of different selection designs prior to their field trials and also tests the

impact any change in the estimated variance components may have on selection, will be a

potential money saver for the industry. Furthermore, the SSSM can be directly applied to

any region targeted by sugarcane breeding programs or to other clonally propagated

crops.

The second sub-objective was addressed by the development of the optimisation

algorithm called ASSSO (Algorithm for the Sugarcane Selection Simulation

Optimisation), a combination of dynamic progrmmning and branch-and-bound. The

ASSSO was applied to the Burdekin region to identifY selection designs that maximise

selection outputs. Apart from providing a new approach to the problem of optimising

selection system, the ASSSO also presents a new application of dynamic programming

and branch-and-bound.

The ASSSO identified a number of alternative selection systems that are significant

improvements to the practices currently used in the Burdekin region. Nevertheless, the

purpose of this research was not to suggest that the intuitions and experiences of plant

breeders can be replaced by the set of guidelines obtained using a computer simulation,
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but rather to validate the benefits of a joint venture between mathematicians and plant

breeders.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Selecting few candidates fi:om a large starting population is a problem that is common

to animal and plant breeding, as well as to chemical and pharmaceutical multi-stage

screening. In all these situations, the starting population to which selection is applied is

narrowed down over a number of stages, where at each stage some candidates are

advanced to further stages while other are discarded from future selection.

In animal breeding for example, a one or two-stage selection is used to select a set of

sires and a set of dams for possible mating (Dekkers, 1998). In this case, the proportion

of animals to be selected is set and then selection is based on some index. In the

pharmaceutical industry, in drug development, a large number of alternative compounds

need to be screened prior to identifying those that deserve further attention.

Plant breeding, as exemplified in Figure 1.1 for sugarcane, is a process that generally

aims to produce new cultivars (commercially used varieties) that are more profitable

than predecessor cultivars. In sugarcane breeding programs, a number of varieties that

possess desired characteristics, are selected as parents. They are crossed, producing a

new generation and population of seedlings. Seedlings that belong to the same parental

cross represent a family. These seedlings then enter the selection program. Selection can

be based on individual (clonal) or family perfonnance. In the case of individual

selection, each individual genotype is assessed and accordingly selected or discarded.

Therefore, all varieties produced from the annual crosses are the starting population

from which plant breeders select varieties to enter the selection program. If family



selection is practiced, entire families are selected or discarded based on the average

performance of the genotypes that constitute them. Individual seedlings are then usually

selected froIn the selected falnilies for further selection as individual genotypes in

subsequent stages of selection.

parent

Parents selected to be crossed '-_--'>

Release to the industry. This involves placing of the varieties on the Approval
Varieties list for farmers to grow.

Stage n

Stage 2

Crosses

Seedlings

Stage 1

Figure 1.1: Diagram outlining the general structure of sugarcane breeding programs. Firstly,

varieties with desired characteristics are crossed, and secondly, progeny seedling varieties from

those crosses that possess desired properties are selected (stages 1,2,... ,11).

The selection system, described by stages 1,2,... ,11 in Figure 1.1, is the most expensive

and lengthy part of sugarcane breeding and new cultivar development, taking ten to

fifteen years. Berding and Bull (1997) presented data for forty-four Queensland

cultivars and showed that the average time required fi'om initial seedling planting to

farm release was 14.8 years.

The aim of this thesis was to help design efficient selection practices and therefore

improve breeding programs. The following section gives an introduction into the

sugarcane breeding as well as the issues connected to designing selection systems.
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1.1 Sugarcane breeding programs

In Australia, sugarcane is grovvn in a narrovv coastal strip strctchi11g over 2,100

kilometres from Mossman, north of Cairns in Queensland to Grafton, south of Lismore

in New South Wales (Figure 1.2). The cane grows for 10 to 18 months before being

harvested. Harvesting or crushing season is usually between June and December. The

flrst sugarcane harvested is referred to as plant cane. After the flrst harvesting it is then

allowed to regrow as a ratoon crop. Depending on the quality of the crop and the

economics of replanting, three to five ratoon crops are grown before replanting.

Figure 1.2: Map of the major Australian sugarcane growing regions accessed fi'om the

http://www.sri.org.au/sugarindustryl.html
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Raw sugar is a major contributor to the Australian economy, valued at $2 billion

annually. Approximately eighty percent of annual raw sugar product of Australia is

exported, making i\ustralia one of the world's largest sugar exporters. \Xfithin Australia,

sugar ranks second to wheat in terms of export crop and second to beef in terms of farm

production. Directly or indirectly, the Australian sugar industry employs approximately

41,000 people. There are approximately 7,200 family-owned cane farms in Australia,

and twenty-nine self-contained raw sugar mills are annually crushing over 41 million

tonnes of cane (http://www.sri.org.au/sugarindustry1.html).

Advanced farming practices and the development of new cane varieties meant that

Australia maintained its international competitiveness up to 2004. Sugarcane breeding

programs have been developing new and improved varieties for sugar industries around

the world since the early 1900s. An ongoing varietal improvement has been a major

technology driver of improved efficiency and economic sustainability in sugar

industries.

The general objective of most sugarcane improvement programs is to develop new

varieties, which are able to increase profits through increased cane yield [TCH (Tonnes

Cane per Hectare)] and/or commercially extractable sucrose [termed CCS (Commercial

Cane Sugar) in Australia]. Cane yield and CCS are both industry standard

measurements taken to help determine economic value of sugarcane (Skinner et ai,

1987). The two measurements may be used to calculate a selection index, which is a

measurement used for ranking genotypes under evaluation for the purpose of selection.

A selection index often used in the industry is sugar yield - TSH (Tonnes Sugar per

Hectare) calculated as the product of CCS and cane yield. Note that throughout the

thesis the two measurements will be referred to as cane yield and CCS, the terms most

commonly used amongst plant breeders.

In sugarcane, a variety proposed for commercial use from breeding programs is usually

identified after a long selection process stmiing with thousands of varieties that are

narrowed down to the few regarded as best. The selected varieties are further evaluated

and only if they appear to be commercially more valuable than existing cultivars, are

they then released to the industry. Each sugarcane variety constitutes a unique
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combination of genes and as such is often referred to as the genotype, the term adopted

throughout this thesis.

Sugarcane genotypes are selected based on their observed that is phenotypic

performance. Phenotype is a joint result of the effects of genes within a genotype and

effects of the environment in which it grows (Falconer and Mackay, 1996). The genetic

component of a phenotype, ie. its genetic value, cannot be observed directly and can

only be inferred fi'om observations on the phenotype for characters of interest.

Furthermore, when commercially used, a genotype occupies an extensive area of land

and exists in a pure stand, whereas, in selection trials many different genotypes are

planted on limited land and they have to compete for available sunlight and nutrients.

Thus, performance accurately measured in a selection trial may not correlate highly

with performance in commercial fields due to differences in competitive ability in small

plots. Selection trials with small plots are also subject to random error effects due to

soil heterogeneity across the field that trials are conducted in, or other factors causing

variation among measurements not related to genetic effects. Thus, the challenge plant

breeders face is to design selection trials, where each genotype occupies limited areas of

land, that would allow effective and efficient selection of genotypes that are superior to

existing cultivars when planted in pure stand.

In selection trials sugarcane genotypes occupy only small plots. To get an insight into

genotypes' performance in a pure stand, it is necessary to test them in different plot

sizes and planting designs. Thus, a number of different selection trials are required.

However, because testing the entire starting population of genotypes in experimental

designs involving large areas would require substantial amounts of resources, at each

selection trial the set of genotypes to be tested is narrowed down. Furthermore, separate

breeding regions within the Australian sugarcane industry (Figure 1.2) were developed

for climatically and environmentally different regions (Hogmih and Mullins, 1989).
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1.1.1 An example of a sugarcane selection system: the Burdekin region

The selection systems in sugarcane breeding programs are typically made up of between

three and six stages, with the best performing genotypes being released to industry at

the end of the last stage. In the following example (Figure 1.3), the process used in the

CSR breeding program targeting the Burdekin region (Figure 1.2) is outlined. It

involves three stages and includes seven years of selection, three years of propagation

and fmally the year of cultivar release (Jackson et aI, 1992). Only an approximate

number of progenies at each stage are given. Note that this selection system involves a

year of family selection, a standard practice in the Australian sugarcane industry.

In stage one, sixty seedlings per cross are planted at a particular site in four replicates

per cross, so that fifteen seedlings from each cross constitute a single row plot (Figure

1.3). In the first year, the sixty families, with the highest sugar yield are selected. Cane

was harvested and weighed to give cane yield. All stalks available are further crushed to

give juice to assess CCS.

In the second year, thirty seedlings from within each of the sixty selected families are

selected based on their visual appearance in ratoon crop. Stage two starts with planting

of the 1800 genotypes selected in stage one (year 3, Figure 1.3). Two single plots of

each genotype are planted at a site. The one hundred genotypes with the highest sugar

yield are selected in plant crop. This is followed by one year of propagating (year 4,

Figure 1.3) enough material to plant the stage 3 trials.

In stage three, the one hundred genotypes selected in the previous stage are planted into

trials with four row plots and two replicates of each genotype per trial (Figure 1.3).

Trials are located at four different sites in the region. Genotypes are evaluated in plant

(year 5), first ratoon (year 6) and second ratoon (year 7) crops. The best performing

genotypes are released to the industry after further testing with remaining promising

genotypes being used in crosses in future years. Performance was assessed based on the

weighed cane yield of all available stalks, whereas only two middle rows (30 stalks)

were crushed to obtain an estimate of its CCS.
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+ 15 seedlings x 4 replicates of each of 200 families planted

The best performing 60 families are selected based on their sugar yield in plant
crop

30 ofthe best performing seedlings, based on their visual appearance in ratoon
crop, are selected from within each of 60 selected families

60 families X 30 genotypes per family = 1800 population of genotypes selected to go
ulrther to stage 2

~~
Each of selected 1800 genotypes are planted in one
row plot. with one replicate at one site

~
V ~

The best performing 100 genotypes are selected to
enter stage 3, based on sugar vield

rn Year of propagation of material to plant stage 3

I I 100 genotypes
selected in
stage 3 are
planted into
trials with four
row plots and
two replicates
of each
genotype per
trial. Trials are
located at four
different sites
in the region.

0
Plant crop

0
Sugar yield

0
Sugar The best

measured measured yield 20% of
for sugar in 1st measured genotypes
yield ratoon in 2nd

selected
ratoon

Figure 1.3: Diagram outlining the typical sugarcane selection system from the Burdekin

breeding region
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In addition to the seven years of selection detailed in Figure 1.3, the process of cultivar

development may be prolonged by time required to make the initial crosses, to select

further ratoon crops, to test for disease resistance, to assess performance at a number of

sites which represent a range of environmental conditions, and to propagate sufficient

planting material for distribution to growers.

1.1.2 Selection variables

Logically, the larger the starting population of genotypes, the greater the likelihood that

it will contain elite genotypes that are better than current cultivars. The larger the

number of rows per plot, the more that conditions for growing will resemble a pure

stand situation and thus the more reliable that result would be expected to be. Also, a

greater number of sites and replicates per site will reduce the impact of random

experimental error effects on affecting estimates of genotype means in the triaL

However, due to the expenses associated with testing genotypes at many sites, with

many replicates per site and larger plot sizes, a larger starting population means that

fewer field trial designs are practicable and less adequate field trial designs are possible

given any particular budget. Therefore, for a given amount of resources available at any

particular stage of selection, there is usually a trade-off between population size that can

be screened and effectiveness of the selection processes.

Designing an effective selection system is a complex task because of the number of

variables to be considered at each selection stage (McIntosh, 1935). To help

mathematically formulate the sugarcane selection model, selection variables that are

necessary to defme a selection system are given below:

family selection to be used in the stage 1, bE {TRUE, FALSE}

number of genotypes to start the selection in case of individual (clonal) selection or

the number of genotypes per family in case of family selection, k

number of families to start the selection in case of family selection, f

number of stages, n

plot size for each stage z =1,2,... ,n , p z
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number of sites (locations) for each stage z =1,2, ... ,n, Sz

number of replications per site for each stage z =1,2, ... ,n, rz

selection intensity that is the percentage of genotypes to be selected for each

stage z =1,2,... , n , t z

selection index for each stage z = 1,2,... ,n, dz •

1.2 Rationale for the study

Designing efficient selection systems has been the subject of constant research, and has

aimed at identifying possible optimal selection practices. Although traditional breeding

methods have done much to increase the productivity of the sugarcane industry, the

pressure on breeding programs to produce efficient cultivars at reduced costs is ever

increasing (Irvine, 1994). Skinner et al (1987) presented a review of research on

separate aspects of sugarcane selection designs, and discussed difficulties in choosing

the optimal combination of selection design variables (Section 1.1.2). Computer

simulation experiments were advocated as a way to approach the problem of optimal

selection design, because field trials that extend over large areas ofland and stretch over

many years are prohibitively expensive and time consuming. Skinner (1961) used

mathematical modelling to represent competitive situations in different plot sizes and

statistically estimate efficiency of alternative selection programs. Skinner (loc. cit.)

emphasised that because many combinations of selection variables gave approximately

similar results, to examine a breeding program thoroughly it is not sufficient to compare

a few alternative systems in field trials. He further stressed that empirical experiments

comparing systems that differ only in the value of some of their variables would often

yield no significant improvements to existing methods and would be doomed to failure.

Goldringer et al (1996) also argued that, because experimental comparison of selection

practices is difficult and time consuming theoretical comparison should be used to

obtain guidelines.

Jackson et al (1996) also concluded that many studies on sugarcane selection compare

specific selection methods in particular situations, so are of limited usefulness in

obtaining an overview into effective selection practices. They suggested a more

effective approach is to develop an understanding of the key genetic and statistical
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parameters affecting selection effectiveness, and to use simple models to explore and

compare different selection design options.

The literature indicates which genetic parameters need to be estimated in order to allow

the application of simple genetic models. These models may be used to predict genetic

gain for selection, and present a broader perspective of selection options, which in tum

allows for enhanced selection system optimisation. Focused field evaluation of options

selection design could be used to validate and/or refme models and used to more

confidently further assess options.

The value of mathematical involvement in designing optimal selection systems was

highlighted by Gauch and Zobel (1996) and Martin and McBlain (1991). While

studying different aspects of selection, and selection system design variables (Section

1.1.2), both Gauch and Zobel (1996) and Martin and McBlain (1991) emphasised that a

change in any of the selection variables in any of its stages affects all other stages and

thus selection overall. Cooper and Podlich (1999) argued the case for modelling

breeding programs in order to identify optimal designs. Therefore, computer simulation

may be one approach to deal with such complexity and permit a holistic examination of

multistage selection systems.

Computer simulation has already been used to examine the effect of some variables on

total genetic gain. These include the number of stages and the selection intensity

(Young, 1976 and Fumey, 1966). In recent years a number of studies (Hardwick and

Stout, 2002, 2001, 1999; Wang and Leung, 1998; Yao and Venkatraman, 1998 and Yao

et ai, 1996) have been conducted that give a unified theoretical approach to the design

of optimal multistage screening designs. However, these researchers did not apply nor

develop a simulation model to perform a comprehensive ulVestigation of selection

systems, and concentrated only on the effect that selection intensity and the number of

stages or cost constraints have on the total genetic gain. Furthermore, there is an

uncertainty about the practical relevance and applicability of their studies to breedulg

programs, because some important factors such as the genotype by environment

interaction and competition effects in small plots were neglected.
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Mariotti and Faver (1983) showed that computer tec1mologies could reproduce similar

experimental situations to those observed in real populations. Although the study

concentrated only on the percentage of recovery of the best genotypes, it nevertheless

showed that by describing the phenotypic performance of a genotype as a linear model

of its genetic and environment component, it is possible to reproduce experimental

situations similar to those observed in real populations.

Optimising a multi-stage selection process is mathematically very complex as it

involves many variables each with a different influence on the final result and thus they

can not be joined together by simple mathematical relationships. This has forced

scientists to observe only a poliion of parameters at a time. Young (1976, 1974, and

1972), Finney (1966, 1958), Curnow (1961) and Robertson (1957) all studied general

selection of few candidates :liOln a large starting population. They all suggested that

certain selection systems are optimal under a wide variety of conditions, providing that

selection is performed on normally distributed populations. They optimised selection

systems either with respect to only one variable or they considered a single stage of

selection. However, the above studies did not address any particular plant or animal

breeding program therefore involved many generalisations and simplifying

assumptions.

The joint use of a simulation model of a real selection system, and mathematical

involvement may be useful. However, it would appear that not nearly enough attention

has been devoted to the problem of optimising an actual selection system from the

mathematical viewpoint. By mathematically expressing the connection between

selection variables and phenotypic values for CCS and cane yield it would be possible

to predict the performance of selection and thus evaluate alternative selection systems.

There is an indication that many breeding programs might be inefficient because they

are based at least paltly on tradition (Mamet and Domaingue, 1999), or based around

particular patterns of thinking among breeders about the optimal stmcture of selection

systems affected by past practices. Expressing sugarcane selection systems

mathematically and approaching the problem of selection system design using

mathematics should enable a completely objective approach to its optimisation.

Mathematical modelling can be used to define selection systems and capture their
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complexities. For example, appropriate models could explain how the state of the entire

system changes if one parameter changes, thus approaching the problem as an

integrated system rather than a series of subcomponents.

Due to the differences and individuality of different sugarcane breeding programs, a

mathematical approach would be applicable in agriculture, only by addressing one

specific selection system at the time. The new field of research addressed in this thesis

firstly used simulation modelling to represent a real sugarcane selection system, namely

that used in the Burdekin region, in Queensland, Australia (Figure 1.2). Dynamic

programming and branch-and-bound optimisation teclmiques are then applied to

identifY selection system designs that maximise selection gam. Optimisation IS

performed within necessary practical constraints such as available budget and

availability of planting material per genotype in early stages.

1.3 Aim of the thesis

The aim of this research was to develop a tool for the optimisation of selection systems

and to demonstrate how optimisation techniques can be used to enhance a selection

system across all its stages. However, the problem of designing an efficient selection

system consists of two parts: firstly, simulating and evaluating the performance of

selection systems through changing different design parameters, and secondly, deciding

on the combination of design variables for a selection system that will be most

successful. This study was accordingly defined through these two sub-objectives. Steps

taken to address the two sub-objectives were:

• to identify the mam selection design variables and input parameters needed to

approximately represent a selection system in 'real life',

• to gather information and analyse the data fi'om the Burdekin region necessary to

defme the input parameters required,

• to develop and test a simulation model that represents the selection system and

allows design variables to be varied and the impact of these variations on the

selection results to be observed,
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• to develop and implement procedures for identifying an optimally designed

selection system,

• to apply the optimisation method to the selection system practiced in the Burdekin

regIOn,

• to validate the optimal selection system obtained.

1.4 Structure of the thesis

Chapter 2 provides information relating to the problem of designing selection systems in

breeding programs and factors affecting the quality of selection. It focuses on sugarcane

breeding programs in particular, and examines some issues affecting decisions about

how selection systems are designed. It also documents some statistical analyses

performed on data collected from the breeding programs in the Burdekin region, to

estimate variance components of the effects underlying the expression ofphenotypes.

Chapter 3 details the development of the Sugarcane Selection Simulation Model

(SSSM). The SSSM utilised the information gathered on the Burdekin region to

represent selection systems for the region. The development of the simulation model

SSSM was monitored by plant-breeders from the Burdekin region to assess the

applicability of the research to the real life situation. The possible applicability of the

simulation model SSSM is widespread, fi:om evaluating selection systems prior to field

trials, and analysing stage performance separately, to predicting how the selection

would be affected when some variance components that describe the targeted region

change. It can be customised easily for other sugarcane breeding regions as well as for

other crops. Chapter 3 also presents validation of the simulation model results.

Furthermore, an examination of the sensitivity of the SSSM to variation in most of the

key input parameters is also presented in this chapter. A sensitivity analysis was

performed in order to identify those input parameters of the SSSM that most

significantly impact upon the simulation results.

Within this study, the Algorithm for Sugarcane Selection System Optimisation

(ASSSO) was applied to the SSSM (Figure 1.4) and is detailed in Chapter 4. This

involved the development of a new algorithm that is a combination of dynamic
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programmmg and branch-and-bound operations research techniques. Dynamic

programmmg was used globally, optimising the overall selection system whereas

branch-and-bound was used locally to identify optimal stage designs that defme states

for dynamic programming optimisation. Chapter 4 also examines other operations

research techniques that may be applied to optimise sugarcane selection systems.

However, the scope of this study was not to compare performances of different

optimisation techniques when applied to the problem, but rather to demonstrate that

mathematical methods can be used to optimise selection systems. This is significant

because it involved developing a new application of operations research techniques.

Selection gain

Optimal selection
systemSSSM

Figure 1.4: Diagram outlining the flow of information between the Sugarcane Selection

Simulation Model (SSSM) and the Algorithm for Sugarcane Selection System Optimisation

(ASSSO)

Chapter 4 also details the execution of the algorithm and the maximum number of

nodes/iterations needed for the ASSSO to reach the optimal solution. In this chapter, the

upper bound to the problem and constraints to the application are also presented.

Chapter 5 documents a range of selection systems resulting from application of the

ASSSO to the Burdekin region. It further details the hierarchical clustering and

regression tree methods used to analyse the optimal solutions as well as the examination

of the convergence ofthe algorithm towards the optima.
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Chapter 6 summanses and exammes the significance of the optimisation study's

findings and its importance to both operations research and plant breeding. This chapter

recommends future research areas ofpriority.
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Chapter 2

Selection systems in sugarcane breeding

programs

2.1 Introduction

Based on a typical sugarcane selection program fi'om the Burdekin region (Section

1.1.1) and in accordance with the aim of the thesis (Section 1.3), this chapter presents an

analysis of (i) the main variables affecting phenotypic expression of cane yield and CCS

and (ii) the way design parameters in the selection systems impact on phenotype and on

gain from selection. Cane yield and CCS exhibit continuous variation and are thus

quantitative or metric traits. To understand how selection design variables (Section

1.1.2) influence the two measured traits and thus permit a mathematical representation

of the system, a linear model partitioning phenotype into component effects is discussed

in Section 2.2. This model is then used as a basis for simulating selection and examining

the impact ofvarying selection trial designs (Section 2.3).

Statistical analyses performed on the data gathered from the field trials from the

Burdekin region are presented in Section 2.4. Estimates of the key variance components

that contribute to the phenotypic variation are also given in this section.
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2.2 Partition of phenotypic variance

The observed (phenotypic) value of a genotype for any trait is a result of the joint action

of genes and the environmental conditions under which the genotype has grown. The

phenotypic value, Yijk' of any measure trait (CCS or cane yield in this case) of a

genotype i, planted in environment j, in plot size k, may be partitioned further, and

thus expressed as the linear model:

(2.1)

where J1 is the grand mean of the trait observed; gi is the genetic effect ofgenotype i;

vij is the environmental effect of genotype i being planted in environment j; Cik is the

competition effect of genotype i being planted in plot size k; xij is genotype by

environment interaction effect of genotype i being planted in environment j; and eijk'

random enor (Falconer and Mackay, 1996). These effects are not con-elated except the

genetic effect g; and competition effect Cik , which may be related.

Note that the linear model (2.1) as well as all the reasonmg gIven in this section

concerns the expression of the phenotypic values observed on genotypes in the case of

selection trials only, where many different genotypes are planted alongside each other.

On the other hand, when cultivars are grown in a pure stand, where the same genotype

occupies extensive areas of land, competition effect is of no importance and thus the

above linear model would change accordingly.

To understand the genetics of quantitative traits, such as CCS and cane yield it is

necessary to analyse the partitioning of the phenotypic or observed variance into its

components attributable to different causes. Different effects in the linear model (2.1)

each have a variance, thus the phenotypic variance (J"~ can be partitioned into the

genetic variance (J":, the environmental variance (J":, genotype by environment

interaction variance (J".:, competition variance (J";, the covariance between genotype
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and competition cov(g,c), interaction between genotype and competition (J'; and error

(); (Falconer and Mackay, 1996):

(2.2)

Here the phenotypic variance (J'; is the variance of the observed values for CCS or cane

yield for the population of genotypes. The genetic variance (J': is the variance

attributable to the genetic difference in the population. The magnitude of the genetic

variance can not be estimated directly from observations on a single population but

rather it requires a specifically designed experiment in which all other components of

the above linear model are pmtitioned.

The environmental variance (J'~ is the pOltion of the phenotypic variance that is due

solely to the difference in the environment in which genotypes are grown, where

different environments are defmed by different climatic conditions and soil types.

However, generally all genotypes under comparison in a selection system are grown in

the same selection trials, so that the environmental variance (J'~ does not affect changes

in relative performance of genotypes. Thus, for the purposes of ranking and selecting

this variance can be omitted fi'om the above partitioning.

However, each trial is performed in a different environment, thus environmental

variance is still present within the partitioning (2.2) through the presence of the

interaction between genotype and environment (J';. This interaction indicates that

specific differences in environment has different effects on different genotypes

(Falconer and Mackay, 1996). The way in which the enviro1l..rnent impacts does change

fi'om genotype to genotype, thus the interaction between genotypes and environment

(J'.; is an important component of the phenotypic variance (J'; (Rattey and Kimbeng,

2001; McRae and Jackson, 1995; Mirzawan et aI, 1993; Bull, 1992; and Jackson and

Hogarth, 1992).
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Apart from the components of phenotypic vanance mentioned above, competition

between neighbouring genotypes is another source of variation. The competitiveness is

the ability of a genotype tu compete with other neighbouring genotypes. The

competition variance a; is partly a component of the genetic and partly of the

environmental nature. The competitive ability of a genotype depends on its genetic

ability. It is of no importance for cultivars since they are grown in a pure stand.

However, in selection trials where genotypes are planted in smaller plots, competition

effect plays an important role (Jackson and McRae, 2001; 1998, Skinner et a11987; and

Skinner, 1961).

The covariance cov(g, c) represents the con"elation between genotype and competition.

It is possible that 'better' performing genotypes are more competitive (Falconer and

Mackay, 1996). Skinner et al (1987) reported that although there is some correlation

between genetic and competitive effects pg,c' it is not significant enough to indicate

that 'better' genotypes are more competitive. For the Burdekin region, Jackson and

McRae (2001) confirmed Skinner et al (1987) fmdings and reported that the correlation

p g,c was highly variable in different environments. Nevertheless, the fact that the

correlation between genotype and competition does exist suggests that covariance is a

component in the pmtitioning of the phenotypic variance (2.2).

In selection trials, genotypes are planted in smaller plots with each their replicate being

surrounded by a different set of neighbouring genotypes randomly assigned. Thus, the

interaction between genotype and competition a~ can be omitted from the partitioning

(2.2), as the impact of the neighbourhood on the genetic performance is not systematic.

The partitioning of the phenotypic variance a~ (2.2) can therefore be re-expressed as

the fo llowing partitioning that gave rise to the linear model (2.1) used throughout the

thesis as the expression of the phenotypic value Yijk:

22222 () 2a p =a a + a x +a c + cov g, c + a e
b '
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2.2.1 Heritability and the response to selection

The genetic \'ariallce a: itself call furtller be partitioned to give an indication ofgenetic

properties of the observed population and resemblance between genotypes when planted

in different selection trials (Falconer and Mackay, 1996):

(2.4)

where a~ IS additive genetic vanance (breeding value), and the sum of a;
(dominance) and a; (epistasis) is the non-additive genetic variance.

The total genetic variation a: is used to determine the degree of the genetic

determination or broad sense heritability H 2 of a trait, as the proportion of the total

phenotypic variance, which is passed between generations (parent to offspring) after

sexual reproduction (Falconer and Mackay, 1996):

(2.5)

The additive genetic variation a~ is used to determine the narrow sense heritability h2

of a trait, as the proportion of the total phenotypic variance due to the additive genetic

factors (Falconer and Mackay, 1996):

(2.6)

The heritability is always in the [0,1] range, as a~ is always more than a: or a3. The

closer the heritability is to 1 the larger proportion of the phenotypic variance a; is

attributable to the genetic variance a: in the case of the broad sense heritability and

attributable to additive genetic variance a~ in the case of the narrow sense heritability.
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Consequently the closer the heritability is to 1, the more important it is to choose a

breeding program that utilises the additive genetic variability in the case of the narrow

sense heritability and total genetic variability the broad sense heritability. In sugarcane,

following production of seedlings from crossing, genotypes are propagated through

clonal reproduction. Thus, within a selection system, genotypes are passed from one

stage to another through clonal propagation, so that all genetic variance is transmitted.

Thus, the broad sense heritability H 2 is that relevant for the individual genotype

selection in sugarcane breeding programs.

In the following sections of the thesis, the heritability H 2 of a trait was used to

demonstrate the effect that a change in any of the selection variables (Section 1.1.2) will

have on the measured trait in:

(2.7)

where, R is the response to selection and represents the change in the population means

before and after selection, S is the selection differential, which represents the

difference in measurement between the average of the selected genotypes and the

average of the population of genotypes to start with (Falconer and Mackay, 1996).

Thus, for those traits that have higher heritability (close to 1) the response to selection is

also "high", ie it is the major part of the phenotypic variability of that trait. Of course

that is also dependent on the selection differential. By contrast, those traits that have

lower heritability values (close to 0) also have a "lower" response to selection and thus,

in case of the high costs of measuring that trait is not advisable to select for it.
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2.3 The relationship between measured traits and selection

design variables

The selection design variables (Section 1.1.2) and way in which they affect the

magnitude of each of the effects in the linear model (2.1) are examined below.

2.3.1 Individual selection versus family selection

Individual selection discards or selects individual genotypes based on their phenotypic

performance, whereas family selection discards or selects entire families based on the

average performance of the genotypes that constitute them.

Australian sugarcane breeders, unlike those in other countries, have been practicing

family selection since the late 1980s. Hogarth (1971) suggested that family selection

would be superior to individual seedling selection in early stages of selection. Hogmih

and Mullins (1989) argued that combined with mechanical harvesting and weighing,

family selection was labour efficient in early stages compared with individual clonal

selection, as did Kimbeng and Cox, (2003), Kimbeng et ai, (2000), McRae and Jackson

(1995), Cox and Hogarth (1993a), Jackson et ai, (1992) and Bull, (1992).

Jackson et al (1996) used simulation to compare performances of family selection,

individual genotype selection, and a combination of the two. The superiority or

otherwise of family selection over individual selection was dependent on assumptions

made, such as the propOliion of genetic variance contained between families versus that

within families. Although different situations require different selection designs, in most

cases a combination of family and individual selection was superior.

When family selection is practiced, the genetic variance (): is partitioned further into

between-family variance (}} and within-family variance (},:, to give:

2 2 2 2 2 2
(}p =(}f + (}1I' + (}c + (}x + 2cov(g,C) + (}e
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Jackson and McRae (1998), Skinner et al. (1987), and Brown et al (1968) all reported

the propOltion of the genetic variability attributable to the between families 5 to be

approximately thirty percent for both CCS and cane yield, givhig:

(J'2 = 5. (J'2 =0 30· 0'2J g' g

(J',:, = (1- 5).0': = 0.70· (J':

(2.9)

2.3.2 Plot size and the affect it has on the relationship between the

genetic effect and the competition effect

The genetic effect gi represents the value of a genotype when planted in a pure stand

across the targeted environments. However, in selection trials, unlike pure stands,

genotypes occupy comparatively smaller plot sizes such as one or two rows that are 5 to

10 meters long. All harvested material is used to weigh TCH, with only five to fifteen

stalks crushed to give the CCS estimate. In these situations, genotypes have to compete

with neighbouring genotypes for water, nutrients and sunlight and this gives rise to

competition effects C ik . To accurately rate the relative values of any set of genotypes in

a pure stand they need to be tested in a larger plot size such as a four-row plot.

By reducing the competition effects, larger plot sizes are eliminating the variance of

competition effects and thus are allowing better prediction of the performance of

genotypes in a pure stand. The competition effect C ik , which is of no importance for

cultivars since they are grown in pure stand, therefore can play an impOltant role in

selection trials. Competition effects have been found to have a greater effect on cane

yield than on CCS (Jackson and McRae, 2001, 1998; McRae and Jackson, 1998; and

Skinner, 1961). Jackson and McRae (1998) and Skinner et al (1987) repOlted that in the

one row plot, variance due to competition effects for cane yield was greater than genetic

effects. Jackson and McRae (2001, 1998) and McRae and Jackson (1998) suggested that

in small plots, selection that emphasises CCS would be more effective than selecting for

sugar yield or economic value, both of which give a strong weighting to both cane yield

as well as CCS. They also suggested that the impact that competition has on phenotypic

value should be minimised as soon as possible in selection systems. That is, multiple
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row plots should be used in selection trials as soon as there is enough propagation

material to do so. However, this clearly involves tradeoffs with number of genotypes or

sites \vhich could be used, given finite resources for condllctil1g a selectiol1 system.

The effect that different plot sizes have on selection is indicated with the formula (2.3).

Jackson and McRae (2001) predicted that selection based on sugar yield using I-row

plots would result in 56% gain in the relative economic gain whereas using 2-row plots

in 68% gain. Large plots reduce the variance caused by competition, and because

measurements such as cane yield are more precise in large plots, error variance is also

reduced. A consequence of the reduction in error and competition variances is that a

larger proportion of phenotypic variance will be due to genetic variance and hence H 2

will increase. Therefore, selection will be more effective as described in the response

prediction formula 2.7.

The objective of selection is to select genotypes that will have high CCS and cane yield

in a pure stand, both of which are traits that can not be measured directly in selection

trials. Thus, as suggested by Jackson and McRae (2001) the selection in small plots can

be regarded as an indirect selection (Falconer and Mackay, 1996), which utilises a

correlated trait. In this case, the traits under selection, ie. cane yield and CCS values in

small plots, are used to improve the target trait, ie. performance in a pure stand.

2.3.3 Number of sites and its impact on the interaction between

genotype and environment

Genotype by environment (GE) interaction may be defined as the failure of genotypes

to perform the same, relative to each other, when grown in different environments.

Variance due to GE interaction is often significant in breeding programs, and it

complicates selection because performance measured in anyone or a few environments

may not adequately represent performance across the wider set of environments targeted

in the breeding program. The GE interaction effects may be subdivided into genotype

by site (genotype by location, GL) interaction; genotype by years (GY) interaction;

genotype by crop (GC) interaction; and the second order interaction of: genotype by

location by year (GLY), genotype by crop by year (GCY), genotype by crop by site
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(GCL); as well as the fourth order interaction (GCLY). Because sugarcane genotypes

are grown at a site fIrst as plant crops and then also as ratoon crops, the GC interaction

is present. V/l1en bot11 plant and ratoon crops are grov{n consecutively at a site over

several years, crop and year effects are confounded, and referred to as crop-year effects.

In selection trials, when a single crop is grown in a year, the impacts of GY and GC

interaction is small and thus the dominant interaction is the GL. In that case, the number

of sites s used in that selection trial reduces the magnitude of the GE interaction

variability fi.-om <7.; to <7; /s. In such situations therefore, increasing the number of

sites, years and crops sampled would respectively reduce the magnitudes of GL, GY

and GC interactions. Subsequently, to gain an accurate assessment of the genetic

potential of genotypes, testing across a number of sites and/or years is required. This

however, increases the size and complexity of selection programs.

The impact of GE interaction differs between countries as well as between regions

within each country. Within Australia, the importance of GE interactions and its impact

on selection was repOlied for the Southern region (Figure 1.2) (Mirzawan et aI, 1993,

and Bull, 1992), the Bundaberg region (Figure 1.2) (Bull et aI, 1992; Hogarth and Bull,

1990; and Bull and Hogmih, 1990), the Herbert region (Figure 1.2) (McRae and

Jackson, 1995; and Jackson and Hogarth, 1992), and the Burdekin region (Figure 1.2)

(Kimbeng et aI, 2000). Regardless of the region in which they were conducted, all these

studies indicated that GC-Y interaction was small compared with the GL interaction.

This therefore suggests that choice and number of sites is an important consideration in

selection systems. In the Burdekin region however, in contrast to these [mdings, the GL

interaction was found to be of relatively minor impOliance due to the similarity of soil

types on cane land used in the region (Jackson et aI, 1995 and McRae and Jackson,

1995). Family by environment interaction was also found to be relatively unimportant in

the Burdekin region (McRae and Jackson, 1995). Only GC-Y interaction was reported

to be a signifIcant source of variation in advanced stage trials for the Burdekin region

(Rattey and Kimbeng, 2001). Consequently, the fIrst two stages of selection in the

Burdekin region are currently conducted at one site only.
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2.3.3.1 Ratooning performance

When corrunercially used, sugarcane is normally ratooned three to six times. Ratooning

performance is therefore an important criterion for selecting new varieties. Cunently,

genotypes are selected according to their plant crop performance throughout selection,

with the sole basis for selection in the early stages being plant crop performance, and

ratooning performance being an important selection factor at later stages.

It has been suggested that only at later stages of selection, when competition IS

eliminated by planting genotypes in larger plot sizes, was it worthwhile testing

genotypes for their ratooning abilities (Jackson and Hogarth, 1992, and Skinner et ai,

1987). In a study on materials (trial designs and genotypes) representing early or middle

stages of selection, Jackson and Hogarth (1992) showed that the marginal gains from

selecting in ratoon crops in such stages would not justify the extra tinle and cost

associated with this activity, as selection based on plant crop alone gave sinlilar results

to selection based on data fi"om fIrst and second ratoon crop. Jackson and McRae

(2001), Mirzawan et al (1993), and Jackson (1992) found a high con"elation between

plant and ratoon crop in early stage trials, suggesting that there is little advantage in

selectin genotypes fro their ratoon crop performance. This result was due to the large

size of genetic variation compared with GC-Y interaction and the presence of a high

cOlTelation in error effects across year-crop within trials. Thus, one way to shOlien a

selection program is by putting less emphasis on ratoon performance (Mamet and

Domaingue, 1999; Miller, 1994; and Cox and Hogarth, 1993b).

To grow a ratoon crop, the number of selection variables (Section 1.1.2) that are

required to defme it, is narrowed down to only two: selection index and intensity, since

other parameters (eg. plot size, replicate number) have ah-eady been set at planting.

Furthermore, since the whole fIelds previously planted are ratooned, no genotype needs

to be discarded at any level of ratooning, leaving the decision on which genotype to

select for after the specifIed number of ratoon crop have been grown ie three to fIve

years. This in turn creates a third selection variable to be considered at each stage: the

number of ratoon crops to be grown. Bearing in mind that the number of stages is an

unknown variable, each stage needs thus to be further tested for ratooning, which would

undoubtedly make the representation of the selection system mathematically even more
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complex. The genotypes should thus, only be tested for the ratooning abilities at later

stages of selection. In order to reduce the complexity of the simulation model and

Consequently, this thesis focuses on the portion of the GE interaction that is the GL

interaction. Options involving whether or not to grow ratoon trials in early stages of

selection were not considered.

2.3.4 The number of replicates and its effect on error

The variability unassigned to any specific source of variation is assigned to error. En-or

variance is estimated from deviations between replicates of the same genotype within

trials.

The total number of replicates, which is the number of sites s by the number of

replicates per site r, reduces the error variance, as more replicates will allow more

precision in estimating CCS and cane yield. Thus, the error variance is reduced from

a; to a; /(s' r) (Milliken and Johnson, 1984). Consequently, the heritability increases,

and according to the formula (2.7), the response to selection increases too. But as the

number of replicates and sites increases so does the cost of the trial.

2.3.5 Selection index

Breeders use some form of selection index throughout selection. Sugar yield or TSH is

sometimes used.as the selection criterion in sugarcane breeding programs.

TSH =TCH . CCS (2.10)

Another selection criterion frequently used by the Australian Bureau of Sugarcane

Experimental Station (BSES) is NMG (Net Merit Grade), an economic index calculated

using the following formula:

TSH
NMG =[( + (CCS - CCSclI/)' 0.03]· NMGclI1TSHclI1
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Here, TCHclI"CCSclI"NMGclIl are mean values of cane yield, CCS and NMG,

respectively for standard cultivars used in the region.

Visual evaluation is a selection criterion nonnally practiced when genotypes are

selected from within families planted in the fIrst stage of selection. Since there is only a

single seedling available for each genotype, it is considered a reliable estimator of the

performance of the genotype. Furthermore, there is a high cost related to CCS sampling

or cane yield measurement for a single seedling. Thus, rather than measuring genotypes,

they are selected based on their visual appearance in comparison to other genotypes in

the fIeld.

Currently, sugarcane selection is based on one selection index (sugar yield or NMG),

with visual selection being practiced when selecting genotypes from within families.

However, it was suggested by Cuenya and Mariotti (1994) and Skinner et al (1987) that

each stage should be addressed separately in order to detennine the selection index to be

used. Cuenya and Mariotti (1994) and Skinner et al. (1987) both argued that because

CCS and cane yield are affected differently by the environment in which the genotype

has grown, and accordingly different adjusting or weighing should be given to CCS and

cane yield. Jackson and McRae (2001) added that greater emphasis should be given to

CCS in the early stages of selection, since in early stages when small plots are used,

cane yield is grossly affected by competition among neighbouring genotypes. Kimbeng

et al (2001a,b; 2000) have found that elite genotypes were found from within families

that score high CCS values and low cane yield or vice versa, thus putting further

emphasis on the importance of changing the attitude towards the choice of the selection

index used at each stage.
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2.3.6 Selection intensity

Selection intensity is the prop01iion of the original population of genotypes that belongs

to the selected group. On one hand, it is expensive to discard inferior genotypes late in

selection, and on the other hand, selection intensity cannot be too severe in the early

part of selection as it may result in discarding promising genotypes because data

obtained in early stages is unreliable for reasons discussed above.

According to the response formula (2.7), selection differential S directly affects the

response of selection, and because selection intensity impacts on the magnitude of the

selection differential it also impacts on the response formula. However, there are limits

to improving the response to selection through increasing selection intensity. Skinner

(1969) put the greatest emphasis on the sequence of selection intensities used

throughout selection for selecting superior genotypes. The second place in the

impOliance was put on the starting population of genotypes, which should be of

sufficient quality to ensure the presence of superior genotypes at the end of the selection

process.

Kimbeng et af (2000) and Cox and Hogmih (1993a) both found that selecting at most

the top 30-40% of families at stage one should be targeted for individual genotype

selection. However, Kimbeng et af (200Ia,b; 2000) found that even medium scoring

families could produce elite genotypes. Kimbeng et af (200 Ib) have carried out a

simulation study to identify optimum selection intensities for both family and individual

genotypes selection for the central Queensland region. They concluded that selecting

40, 30 25 and 10% genotypes ii"OlTI within the best 10, 20, 30 and 40% families would

results in the optimum returns.
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2.3.7 The size of the starting population

In the case of clonal selection, the size of the starting population is determined by a

single variable: the number of genotypes k entering selection system. In the case of

family selection, on the other hand, it is determined by the number of families f as

well as by the number of genotypes k per family. In practice, the size of the stmiing

population is limited by two factors: the resources available and the selection intensities

to be used at each stage of selection.

2.3.8 The number of stages

Due to the presence of the genotype by environment interaction, each genotype needs to

be tested in a sufficient number of sites before it can be recommended for cOlmnercial

use. However, at the beginning of selection there is a single plant of each genotype

available. By planting larger plot sizes and more replicates with each consequent stage,

propagation of planting material and selection are simultaneously happening.

Thus, the number of stages that are necessary for an efficient selection system must be

at least as many that will allow sufficient production of cane for planting material to

allow for sufficient evaluation in precise trials in final stages. From this point of view,

the number of stages n could not practically be less than three.

2.3.9 Phenotypic correlation and genetic correlation between traits

There are two mam types of conelation between traits: genetic and phenotypic

cOlTelation. Phenotypic conelation measures the relationship between the observed

values of two traits, while genetic correlation measures the association between genetic

effects of two traits that can not be directly measured (Falconer and Mackay, 1996).

Some genes may increase the value of both traits while others may increase the value of

one trait and concurrently decrease the value of the other. If the genetic conelation

between two traits is zero it indicates that selection for one trait will have little impact

on changing another trait. If genetic correlation is negative or positive, selection for one
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trait will impact on the other, in a way related to whether correlation was positive or

negative.

Brown et al (1969) showed that the genetic correlation between CCS and cane yield is

virtually zero, so that selection for one of those traits only will not have a great effect on

selection for the other trait. Thus, selecting simultaneously for the two traits is likely to

be successful. Jackson and McRae (200 I) suggested that while selecting simultaneously

for the two traits, depending on the plot size used in the trial, weighing ofCCS and cane

yield used in the selection index should change. The genetic correlation between cane

yield in small plots were found law compared to the genetic con-elation between CCS in

small plots, indicating that when small plots are used, selection could be based solely on

CCS (Jackson and McRae, 2001).

Researchers in India have reported on the other hand that the phenotypic correlation

between CCS and cane yield to be significantly positive (Pillai and Ethirajan, 1993),

indicating that taking genes and environment together, the cane yielding higher cane

tonnage tends to be higher in sugar content.

2.3.10 Effects of plot size

The effects of different plot sizes on genotypic performance can be expressed in terms

of the genetic con-elation between plot sizes. Plant breeders use the genetic correlation

between performances in different plot sizes and those in pure stand as an indicator of

the presence of the competition effects. Thus, perfonnance in small plots, highly

affected by large competition effects, would have a low genetic correlation. Whereas,

performance in large plots the genetic con-elation would be small or absent. In order to

mathematically define the effect selection variables (Section 1.1.2) have on variance

parameters, the cOllilection between the genetic cOlTelation for different plot sizes and

the competition variance is considered below.

The competition effect C ik equals zero in a pure stand, and when a genotype is planted

in a plot size its genetic effect gi is enlarged by the competition effect Cik . The

magnitude of the competition effect C ik of a genotype in a given plot size could thus be
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estimated as the difference between the phenotype expressions Yijk of the genotype

when planted in a pure stand and that when planted in the particular plot size. The

genetic correlation between a particular plot size and a pure stand could thus be written

as Pg,g+c ie it could be considered as the correlation between the genotype effect gi and

the sum of the genotype and competition effect gi + Cik • Statistical theory provides the

following link: between the genetic variance CJ:, genetic correlation between plot sizes

Pg,g+c' correlation between genotype and competition Pg,c and the competition

• ?

vanance CJ; .

Let the distributions A and B be:

where:

[
CJ: COV(g,C)] [CJ: cov(g, g + c)"

LA = ~ ? and L B = 2
cov(g, c) CJ; cov(g,g + c) CJg+c

(2.12)

(2.13)

If a transformation L : A -7 B exists such that LA = B , then L B = LLAL' (Walpole,

. [1 0].1990). The matnx L = 1 1 IS such that LA = B , therefore:

[
CJ: 0-; + cov(g, c) ]

L s = 7

CJ: + cov(g, c) 0-2 +CJ2 + 2 cov(g, c)
~ g c

Hence,

cov(g,g+c)= CJ; + cov(g, c) and CJ:,g+c =CJ~ +CJ; + 2 cov(g, c)
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Using the correlation formula

(2.16)

(2.17)

Solving the above for a; gives the formula for the competition variance:

From the discussion above, the relevance of any simulation model to breeding programs

depends on the use of realistic statistical parameters when generating the effects in the

equation 2.1. The following section sUlmnarises statistical analysis of data gathered

from field experiments in the Burdekin region. This permitted an estimation of the

variance components of the four effects as described by the equation 2.1, an

investigation of the relationships between these four effects and an estimation of

relationships between CCS and cane yield.
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2.4 Estimation of statistical parameters

T,'{o sets of data \vere obtained froIn selection trials in the Burdekin region. The frrst set

of data A, was provided by the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research

Organisation (CSIRO), Davies Laboratory, Townsville, Queensland, Australia. This

data set, that resulted from a collaborative research project between the privately owned

sugar research company, CSR, the Bureau of Sugar Experiment Station (BSES), CSIRO

and Sugar Research and Development Corporation (SRDC), was obtained :B:om

unselected populations of genotypes planted in three different plot sizes. The analyses

detailed in Section 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 aimed to estimate:

competition variance 0"; (Section 2.3.2),

genetic variance 0": in both unselected and selected populations (Section 2.3.2),

error variance 0"; (Section 2.3.4),

genetic correlation between pure stand and different plot SIzes P g,g+c (Section

2.3.10),

the correlation between genotype and competition Pg,c in different plot sizes and

subsequently determine the competitive effect in different plot sizes (Section 2.3.2).

The second, data set B, was provided by BSES, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia. This

data set was obtained from final stage selection trials conducted in the Burdekin region

between 1995 and 1997. These data were used primarily to estimate the genotype x site

(GL) variance component (Section 2.3.3) and subsequently, the 0-,; /0-: ratio. It was

also used to estimate expected error and genetic variances obtained during advanced

stage trials of the kind conducted by BSES.

Table 2.1 summarises all the parameters that were estimated from the field experiment

data. All of the estimates were used to parametelise or validate the simulation model.

All statistical analyses were performed on the plant crop data. As explained in Section

2.3.3.1, in order to simplify the development of the simulation model and because

ratooning is normally practiced at later stages of selection only, ratooning was not

included in the simulation model SSSM and thus results fi'om analysis of the ratoon data
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are not presented here. All analyses were performed using the statistical package SPSS®

10.0.

Table 2.1

Summary of parameters estimated on the basis of: data set A (parameters estimated that depend

on plot size) and the data set B (those that do not depend on plot size)

Parameter estimated Symbol Data Set

Genetic variance 0 A,B<Tg

Genotype by environment interaction variance 0 B(J".:

Error variance for different plot sizes 0 A(J"-
e

Genetic correlation between pure stand and different plot sizes
Pg,g+c

A

Correlation between genotype and competition in different plot sizes
Pg,c

A

2.4.1 Experimental design, analysis and summary of results for the

plot size experiment - data set A

Data set A was a part of the experimental data analysed by Jackson and McRae (2001).

The data re-analysed for this study relates to the plant crop data (Section 2.3.3.1), since

only plant crops were used in the development of the simulation model.

In a field experiment, fifty unselected seedlings were taken at random and planted in

three plot sizes in order to test the effect plot sizes had on observed values of genotypes.

The population of seedlings used in the experiment derived from sugarcane breeding

programs conducted by CSR and BSES in the Burdekin Region. Three genotypes were

taken at random from eleven randomly selected crosses fi-om CSR breeding program,

and five randomly selected crosses from BSES breeding program. In addition, two

Hawaiian genotypes, previously not evaluated in this region, were used.

As shown in Figure 2.1, plot sizes were designated as small - one-row plot 10 meters

long, medium - two-row plot 10 meters long and large - six-row plots 20 meters long.

The trial was established in two blocks, with each plot size being represented in each
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block (I and II). To give more precise estimates of the performance of genotypes in

small plots, genotypes were replicated in small plots twice within each block, while

medium and large plots ,Xlere represented only once in each block. Thus, the anal)!sis

was performed twice for each small plot size replicate. The genotypes were randomly

allocated to plots in each block. CCS and cane yield were measured in the plant crop

and fIrst ratoon crop. In the small and medium plots all material available was used to

measure CCS and cane yield while in the large plot only the middle two rows were

used, reducing the impact of competition effects on the measurements.

Block 1 Block II

III111

11...----+-------=::3;;~.Genotype i

111111

Figure 2.1: Outline of the experimental design used in the field trial that produced the data set

A. Within each block, genotype i was planted once in six row and two row plots and twice in a

one row plots. These plots were represented with one, two and six vertical lines

The crossed experimental design B x G, with G (genotype) being a random and B

(block) being a fixed factor, can be represented with the following linear model:

where:

Yi I' = J1 + PI' + g i + e i I'
I I I

(2.19)

J1

PI'

- observed cane yield or CCS of the i/h genotype i being planted in the zth

plot size and the rth block;

- sample mean;

- effect of the rth block, j =1,2 ;

- effect of the ir genotype i being planted in the lh plot size,

i =1,2,3, ... ,k , k the number of genotypes in the trial;
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- interaction between the block effect fJ,. and the genotype effect gil

(error).

Variance components for genotype were estimated with the following expected mean

squares:

Source of variation Expected mean square

B Not a random effect

G 0- 2 + 20-2
e g

Error ?
(r

e

Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was used to provide the correlation

estimates (Johnson and Wichern, 1982). An example of how MANOVA outputs were

used to calculate correlation are given in Appendix A. The analyses can be represented

by the linear system:

(2.20)

- observed expression;

- population means;

- genetic effect;

- error effect for a trait of the lh genotype planted in the plot size I and

plot size 2 respectively; t: ~ N(O,L) , where

(2.21 )

The fIrst analysis performed on the data set A was to estimate the genetic variance 0-:

and error variance components 0-;. Point and interval estimates (95% confIdence
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interval for variance) for the error vanances 111 three plot Sizes together with the

corresponding genotype variances are given in the Table 2.2 for both CCS and cane

yield.

The genotype variance estimate 0-: for cane yield, decreased from a mean of 1789.24 in

the small plots to 531.63 in the large plot (Table 2.2). This indicates that genetic

expression of genotype in smaller plot sizes is largely inflated by competition between

neighbouring genotypes. However, 0-: for CCS was about 4 irrespective ofthe plot size

(Table 2.2), indicating thus that CCS measurement in sugarcanes is less affected by the

competition between neighbouring genotypes. This confIrms the reports of Skinner

(1961), and Jackson and McRae (2001, 1998) that competition has greater affect on

cane yield than on CCS. Note that the only genotype variance estimate 0-: of interest

for this study is that in large plots since it gives an indication of its true magnitude when

it is unaffected by the competition.

Table 2.2

Smmnary of the point and 95% confidence interval (in parenthesis) estimates of the genotype

variance a: and error variance respectively, for CCS (percentage of sucrose in cane) and cane

yield (TCH - tonnes of cane per hectare), in three plot sizes, the small plot size was repeated

twice in the trial

CCS TCH
A 0 A 0 A 2 A?a- a- a g

a-
g e e

Small plot rep 1 4.26 (3.00,4.94) 2.89 (2.04,3.35) 1347.92 (949.63,1564.27) 1512.30 (1065.43,1775.03)
Small plot rep 2 4.00 (2.82,4.64) 3.95 (2.78,4.58) 2230.55 (1571.45,2588.57) 1109.29 (781.51,1287.34)

Small plot mean 4.13 (2.91,4.79) 3.42 (2.41,3.69) 1789.24 (1260.54,2076.43) 1310.80 (923.47,1521.19)

Medium plot 4.74 (3.34,5.50) 1.17 (0.82,1.36) 1057.20 (744.81,1226.89) 488.37 (344.06,566.76)

Large plot 4.66 (3.28,5.43) 0.70 (0.49,0.81) 531.63 (374.54,616.96) 342.66 (241.41,397.66)

In cane yield, error variance estimate 0-: decreased from a mean of 1310.80 for small

plots to 342.66 in large plot (Table 2.2), whereas for CCS it decreased from an average

3.42 in small plots to 0.70 in large plot (Table 2.2). Therefore, in small plots the

magnitude of the error variance estimates 0-: for cane yield is similar or even greater to

that of the genetic variance 0-:, which further shows how unreliable cane yield

measurements are in small plots. On the other hand, the magnitude of the error variance
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estimates 0-; for CCS is the half of the genetic variance 0-:, confIrming the fIndings of

Jackson and McRae (1998, 2001) that when small plots are used selection should be

relying more on CCS then cane yield.

Table 2.3 presents the point and interval estimates (95% confIdence interval for

cOlTelation) of the genetic correlation, Pg,g+c between the three plot sizes. The mean

genetic correlation for CCS between the small and large plots of 0.88 and between the

medium and large plots of 0.93, confIrm that CCS in small plots may provide an

effective prediction of CCS in pure stand (Jackson and McRae; 2001, 1998). By

contrast, the mean of genetic correlations for cane yield between small and large plots

of 0.52; and between medium and large plots of 0.61 show that cane yield is a less

affective criterion for selection in small plots. Thus, selecting heavily for cane yield in

small plots could lead to discarding many promising genotypes early in selection. Note

that since the large plot size was assumed to represent a pure stand, the genetic

cOlTelation between the pure stand and large plot jJg,g+c was assumed to equal one.

Table 2.3

SUlllinary of the point and 95% confidence interval estimates (in parenthesis) for the genetic

correlation Pg,g+c between small (two replicates), medium and large plots in CCS and cane

yield (TCH)

jJg,g+c

Small plot rep I Small plot rep 2 Small plot mean Medium plot

Large plot ccs 0.86 (0.77,0.92) 0.89 (0.82,0.94) 0.88 (0.80,0.93) 0.93 (0.88,0.96)

Large plot TCH 0.53 (0.30,0.69) 0.51 (0.28,0.69) 0.52 (0.29,0.69) 0.61 (0.41,0.76)

Table 2.4 presents point and interval estimates (95% confIdence interval for cOlTelation)

of the correlation, P g,c between the genotypic value of a genotype and its

competitiveness. Again, because a large plot was assumed to represent a pure stand, the

cOlTelation between genotype and competition effects jJg,c in large plots was not

applicable.

The correlation between genetic value and the competition Pg,c in cane yield is a not

signifIcant, being a mean of 0.07 for small plots and 0.12 for medium plots (Table 2.4).
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Similarly, for CCS, the correlation Pg,c is not significant for either plot sizes, for

medium plots it is -0.16 and in small plots the mean is -0.36 (Table 2.4).

Table 2.4

Summary of the point and 95% confidence interval estimates (in parenthesis) of the correlation

Pg,c between genotype and competition for CCS and cane yield (TCH) in small (two

replicates), medium, and large plots

Pg,c

Small plot rep 1 Small plot rep 2 Small plot mean Medium plot Average
ccs -0.34 (-0.56,-0.08) -0.38 (-0.59,-0.12) -0.36 (-0.57,0.09) -0.16 (-0.41,0.11) -0.26
TCH -0.12 (-0.38,0.16) 0.08 (-0.26,0.28) 0.07 (-0.26,0.28) 0.12 (0.16,038) 0.10

The analysis confirmed Pillai and Ethirajan (1993) findings that there is a significant

positive phenotypic correlation PCCS,TCH between CCS and cane yield. However, the

findings are confirmed only for small and medium plots having the mean value for the

cOlTelation PCCS,TCH of 0.46 and 0.36 respectively (Table 2.5). For the large plot size,

the correlation Pccs TCH was not significant at -0.05 (Table 2.5).

Table 2.5

Summary of the point and 95% confidence interval estimates (in parenthesis) of the phenotypic

correlation between CCS and cane yield (TCH), PCCS,TCH in small, medium and large plots

PCCS,TCH

Small plot rep 1 Small plot rep 2 Small plot mean Medium plot Large plot
0.33 (0.07,0.55) 0.58 (0.37,0.74) 0.46 (0.22,0.65) 0.36 (0.09,0.57) -0.05 (-0.28,0.27)

2.4.2 Experimental design, analysis and summary of results for the

advanced stage variety trials - data set B

Two series of final stage selection trials were conducted 111 each of three years,

providing six data sets available for analysis. These were coded 1995-1 for the first trial

series in 1995 and 1995-2 for the second trial series in 1995 and similarly for 1996 and

1997.
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Within each series of trials, four sites (S) within the region were chosen. Sites were split

into two blocks (B). Each genotype (G) selected to go into the final stage was planted in

four row plots (lO meter long) and \vas represented once in each block and each site

(Figure 2.2). There were 17 genotypes planted in 1995-1 trial, 12 in 1995-2, 65 in 1996

1, 94 in 1996-2,48 in 1997-1, and 94 in 1997-2. The two middle rows of the crop data

were used to measure CCS and cane yield, as they were not exposed to competition with

neighbouring genotypes.

IIII

IIII

Site 1

Site 3

IIII

IIII

IIII

IIII
Site 2

IIII

Site 4

Figure 2.2: Outline of the planting design for the final selection stage the Burdekin region.

Genotype i was planted in four row plots (represented by four vertical lines), at each of four

sites, and within each of two blocks at each site

The experimental design l~lXG (blocks B, within sites S, crossed with genotypes G),

B)

where sites (S) and blocks (B) were fixed factors, and genotypes (G) were random

factors, can be represented by the following linear model for each crop-year:

(2.22)
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Yirs - observed trait cane yield or CCS of the i th genotype in the sth site and rth block;

I-i - sample mean;

gi - effect of the i'h genotype, j =1,2,3,... ,k;

;s - effect of the sth site, s =1,2,3,4;

fJrs - effect of the rth block within the sth site, l' =1,2;

Xis - interaction between the /h genotype and the sth site;

eirs - interaction between the /h genotype and the r th block within sth site (error);

where k was the number of genotypes in the trial. Variance components for genotype

(g), a: and genotype by environment interaction a~, were estimated with the

following expected mean squares:

Source of variation Expected mean square

B(S) not a random effect

G 0"2 +80"2
e g

GxS 0"2 + 20"2
e x

Error ?0"-
e

All the factors that contributed significantly to the variance were kept in the model

while others were removed and considered as "noise". Such a correction allowed a more

precise estimate of required variance parameters.

Table 2.6 summarises the point and interval estimates (95% confidence interval) for the

genetic variance a: in selected populations, genotype by environment interaction

variance a.; and error variance a; .An estimate of the genetic variance a: in selected

populations was obtained as the average estimate of the genetic variances a: from the

six selection trials (Table 2.6) and was needed to verifY the performance of the SSSM.

In contrast to the genetic variances a: of 4.66 and 531.63 for the unselected

populations (Table 2.2), those for selected populations of 0.8 and 88.89 for CCS and

cane yield respectively, were consistently lower as the result of the selection that

eliminated inferior genetic material.
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o
The average estimates for the genotype by enviromnent interaction variance a; were

0.46, 61.42 (Table 2.6) for CCS, cane yield respectively. The estimates for the genetic

variance a: were used together with the estimates for the genotype by environment

interaction variance ao~ for the six selection trials to get the estimates for the ao;/ a:
ratio of 0.58 (a

o

; / a: =0.46/0.80 Table 2.6) and 0.69 (a
o

; / a: =61.42/88.89 Table

2.6) for CCS and cane yield respectively. Being more than half the genetic variation,

genotype by environment interaction a; is a significant source of variation, confmning

thus findings of Rattey and Kimbeng (2001), who estimated the relevant a; /a: ratio

to be equal to 0.30 and 0.26 respectively for CCS and cane yield in the Burdekin region.

Table 2.6

Summary of the point and 95% confidence interval estimates (in parenthesis) for genotype

variance a: ' genotype by environment interaction variance ao~ and, error variance a; ,for

CCS and cane yield (TCH) in each of the six trials independently, together with the average

values across trials

CCS TCH
~2 a 2 ~ 2 ~ 0 2 ~ 0

a g a e
a- ax a-x g e

1995-1 0.76 0.23 0.76 36.77 0.00 460.65
(0.42,1.02) (0.16,0.27) (0.56,0.87) (20.40,49.39) NA (336.16,526.60)

1995-2 0.69 0.00 1.43 106.92 0.00 406.56
(0.35,1.01) NA (0.91,1.76) (53.66,155.08) NA (257.87,500.29)

1996-1 0.87 0.83 1.15 105.42 88.88 214.57
(0.64,0.99) (0.70,0.88) (1.01,1.20) (77.18,119.97) (75.08,94.77) (!51.! ,304.69)

1996-2 0.63 0.19 1.11 101.19 123.86 198.78
(0.28,0.69) (0.74,0.21 ) (0.97,1.16) (79.32,1 11 .48) (99.95,134.65) (173.70,208.89)

1997-1 0.77 0.77 1.78 78.68 0.00 594.21
(0.53,0.89) (0.62,0.83) (1.50,1.89) (54.52,92.10) NA (499.18,634.73)

1997-2 1.06 0.72 2.31 104.38 155.76 374.78
(0.79,1.19) (0.56,0.79) (1.95,2.45) (78.31,117.37) (121.32,172.08) (316.72,399.33)

Mean 0.80 0.46 1.42 88.89 61.42 374.92

The estimates for the error variance a; were also obtained for the six data sets, and can

be used compare it to the previous findings (Table 2.2). The average error variance

estimate 0-; of374.92 (Table 2.6) for cane yield was as expected; considering that eight

replicates of four-row plots were used of each genotype; between the estimate for the
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medium - two row plot of 488.37 (Table 2.2) and that for the large - six row plot of

342.66 (Table 2.2). On the other hand the average 0-; for CCS is somewhat larger at

1.42 (Table 2.6) than expected, between 0.7 for large plot and 1.17 for medium plot

(Table 2.2). However, looking at the separate estimates of the error variance 0"; for the

six data sets, three (1995-1, 1996-1 and 1996-2) were as between the above two values.

To test the model assumptions, a graph of predicted values versus residuals was drawn

for both CCS and cane yield for each trial and based on the linear model (2.1). All the

graphs produced were similar to one another and thus as an illustration, only one of

them is given below (Figure 2.3). Figure 2.3 depicts the predicted values versus the

residuals for the CCS 1995-1 field trial. The equal spread of points around zero

indicates that the residuals are independent of the mean, which shows the correctness of

the model assumptions, which in turn indicates that the linear model (2.1) was

appropriate for the data.
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Figure 2.3: Predicted values ofCCS versus residuals in the trial 1995-1 indicating that the

model assumptions were suitable to the data
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To determine whether the distribution of a variable matches a test distribution, in this

case a normal distribution, a Q-Q plot was drawn for both CCS and cane yield for each

trial. It is designated Q-Q since it plots the quantiles of a variable's distribution against

those of test distributions. Again the data for CCS from the field data 1995-1 was

chosen at random as an illustration, as all field data produced similar graphs to one

another. If the selected variable matches the test distribution, the points cluster around a

straight line, as in Figure 2.4 where the vicinity of the points to the y =x line indicates

that the data is approximately normally distributed.
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Figure 2.4: Q-Q plot for CCS :liOln the 1995-1 trial indicating the normality of the data
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2.4.3 Breeders' judgement of the required estimates and the estimates

used in the simulation model SSSM

Estimates obtained fi·om analyses of data (Section 2.4.1 and Section 2.4.2) were

compared with "judgements" from two experienced sugarcane breeders: Phillip Jackson

(CSIRO) and Mike Cox (BSES). Values proposed by breeders are not based on a single

field experiment data but rather on many field trials conducted in the region. Thus, they

represent breeders' "feeling" on what each of these components is expected to be in the

region and as such are of more importance then the results obtained according a single

field trial (Section 2.4.1 and Section 2.4.2). "Breeders" values are given in tables Table

2.7 and Table 2.8 alongside the estimates obtained fi·om Section 2.4.1 and Section 2.4.2.

Note that data needed to estimate, within this study, the total variability attributable to

differences between families 6 was unavailable at the time of research. Subsequently,

the breeders' value of 30% was the estimate available and thus, used in the following

sections.

Table 2.7

Comparison of the breeders' estimates for the genetic variance 0': ' genotype by environment

interaction variance 0'.; ,correlation between genotype and competition Pg.c ' and the

proportion of variability among versus within families 6 with those resulting statistical

analyses (Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2) for CCS and cane yield (TCH)

CCS TCH
Breeders Sections 2.4.1 &2.4.2 Breeders Section 2.4.1 & 2.4.2

A 7 1.44 4.66 (Table 2.2) 506.25 531.63 (Table 2.2)0'-
g

A 7 0,43 0,46 (Table 2.6) 151.88 61.42 (Table 2.6)0'.;
Pg,c 0.20 -0.26 (Table 2,4) 0.2 0.10 (Table 2,4)

g 30.00% NA 30.00% NA

The estimate for the genetic variance 0': for cane yield of 531.63 (Table 2.2) was quite

close to the breeders' judgement of 506.25 (Table 2.7) for the trait. On the other hand

the estimate for the genetic variance 0': for CCS of 4.66 (Table 2.2) was much higher

than the value of 1.44 (Table 2.7) assigned by breeders.
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The estimates for GE interaction variance <7.; of 0.46 (Table 2.6) for CCS was close to

breeders' judgements of 0.43 (Table 2.7). However, the estimate of <7.: for cane yield

was less then half at 61.42 (Table 2.6) of the estimated by breeders to be 151.88. This

inconsistency could be due to the fact that statistical analyses (Section 2.4.1) were

performed on data from a small number of trials conducted on four sites whereas plant

breeders' judgement was based on their experiences on trials throughout the region and

stretching many years.

Plant breeders provided an estimate for the total variability attributable to differences

between families t5 of thirty percent for both CCS and cane yield (Table 2.7). This was

consistent with findings by Jackson and McRae (1998), Brown et al (1968) and Skinner

et al (1987) (Section 2.3.1). The breeders' estimate for the correlation between genotype

and competition Pg,c was 0.2 across plot sizes, for both CCS and cane yield (Table 2.7),

while the estimates based on the data gathered from the Burdekin region (Section 2.4.1)

gave averages for the parameter of -0.26 and 0.10 for CCS and cane yield respectively

(Table 2.4). This inconsistency can be interpreted by the fact that a single data set was

used to obtain the averages (Table 2.4) whereas plant breeders judgement is based on

many years of field trials.

Table 2.8 presents the comparison between breeders' judgement and estimates obtained

in Section 2.4.1 for the variance parameters that depend on the plot size. Note that the

data needed to estimate variance components in single seedling and four-row plots, both

often used in the region, were not available at the time of research. The error variance

estimate, 6"; in one and two row plot equals 3.42 and 1.17 respectively and the plant

breeders' judgement for this statistic was 2.08 and 1.44 (Table 2.8). Similarly, the

genetic correlation between pure stand and one-row plot and pure stand and two-row

plot i\,g+c for cane yield is estimated to be 0.52 (small i.e. one row plot mean) and 0.61

(medium i.e. two row plot mean) (Table 2.3) respectively, which is close to breeders'

estimates of 0.50 and 0.60 (Table 2.8).

Generally, most results obtained for one and two row plots obtained from the data
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gathered from the Burdekin region (Section 2.4.1) closely correspond to the breeders'

estimates (Table 2.8). The only exception was the en-or variance estimate &: for cane

yield in two row plot being almost a half at 488.37 (Table 2.2) of the breeders' estimate

for the same parameter at 900.00 (Table 2.8).

Table 2.8

Comparison of the plant breeders' estimates for the en'or variance (J': and genetic con-elation

between pure stand and plot size Pg.g+c for CCS and cane yield eTCH) to those resulting

statistical analyses (Sections 2.4.1)

CCS TCH
~?

Pg,g+c
~ 2

Pg,g+c
(J'- (J'ee

Plot size Breeders Section 2.4.1 Breeders Section 2.4.! Breeders Section 2.4.! Breeders Section 2.4.!

Single seedling 3.24 NA 0.80 NA 2025.00 NA 0.40 NA
One row plot 2.08 3.42 0.90 0.88 1406.25 1310.80 0.50 0.52
Two row plot 1.44 1.17 0.95 0.93 900.00 488.37 0.60 0.61
Four row plot 0.52 NA 1.00 NA 225.00 NA 1.00 NA

Table 2.7 and Table 2.8 were used in developing the initial set of parameters (Table 2.9)

for the SSSM. Although the statistical analysis performed during the course of this

study (Section 2.4.1 and Section 2.4.2) was invaluable in establishing magnitudes of

variance components necessary to define populations of phenotypic effects using the

linear model (2.1), nevertheless it was based on the data obtained from only two

experiments out of many conducted in the Burdekin region. Because of that it was

decided that between the two sets of estimates, greater emphasis should be given to

those based on years of breeders' experience. The paragraphs to follow detail the

rationale used when deciding between the two sets of estimates, with Table 2.9

summarising the set of parameters initially used in the simulation model SSSM when

applied to the Burdekin region.

Because of the closeness of the two estimates; breeders' judgement and statistical

analysis (Section 2.41 and Section 2.4.2); for the genetic variance estimate &; for cane

yield the breeders' estimate of 506.25 (Table 2.7) was adopted. However, for CCS a

middle point of 3.24 between 1.44 and 4.66 was adopted (Table 2.9). The plant

breeders' estimates for GE interaction variance (J'.~ for both CCS and cane yield of 0.43

and 151.88 (Table 2.7) respectively were taken as initial estimates.
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Table 2.9

Summary of initial parameter estimates used for both CCS and cane yield (TCH), for the genetic

variance (): ' con-elation between genotype and competition Pg,c' proportion of variation

between families 8, genotype by enviromnent interaction variance cr; ,en"or variance (); and

genetic correlation between pure stand and plots Pg,g+c for four plot sizes

~2

Pg,c J ~ 1

(}g ()_:
CCS 3.24 0.2 30% 0.43
TCH 506.25 0.2 30% 151.88

Plot size ~ 2
Pg,g+c(}e

CCS TCH CCS TCH
Single seedling 3.24 2025.00 0.8 0.4
One row plot 2.43 1406.25 0.88 0.52
Two row plot 0.92 729.00 0.93 0.61
Four row plot 0.59 324.00 1 1

Because of the lack of data to estimate the total variability attributable to differences

between families 8, 8 of thirty percent for both CCS and cane yield (Table 2.7) was

adopted (Jackson and McRae, 1998; Brown et ai, 1968 and Skinner et ai, 1987)

(Section 2.3.1). Similarly, because of the lack of data the correlation between genotype

and competition Pg,c' plant breeders' estimate of this variable of 0.2 across plot sizes,

for both CCS and cane yield (Table 2.7) was adopted.

As shown in Table 2.9, for the error variance estimate, 0-; in one and two row plot a

middle point of 2.43 between 3.42 and 2.08 and a lower value of 0.92 that the two

estimates 1.17 and 1.44 (Table 2.9) was agreed upon respectively. For the single

seedling and the four row plot the plant breeders' estimate of 3.24 and 0.59 were

adopted. In the case of the genetic correlation between a pure stand and one-row plot

and that between pure stand and two-row plot Pg,g+c for both CCS and cane yield, on

the other hand, statistical estimates were taken as initial parameters; being 0.88 and

0.93, and 0.52 and 0.61 respectively; and for the single seedling and four row plot

breeders' suggestions were taken; being 0.8 and 1, and 0.4 and 1 respectively.
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In cases when breeders' judgements and statistical analyses coincide the estimates could

be used with greater confidence. However, some parameters where level of confidence

is lacking and/or where further designed field trials are needed to ensure the accurate

estimate include:

error variance a~ both in CCS and cane yield in single seedling and four row plot

correlation between genotype and competition Pg,c for both CCS and cane yield

genetic correlation between pure stand and single seedling and between pure stand

and four row plot Pg,g+c for both CCS and cane yield

proportion of variability between families g

genotype by site interaction variation a.: for unselected populations

2.4.4 An illustration of the parameter computations for a selection

stage

Table 2.10 outlines the set of variance components relevant for stage one of a typical

selection system fi'om the Burdekin region (Section 1.1.1). To compute these variance

components the initial statistical parameters (Table 2.9) estimated in Sections 2.4.1 and

2.4.2 were used together with the quantitative genetics theory (Section 2.2 and Section

2.3).

Table 2.10

Summary of the calculated estimates based on the initial set of estimates (Table 2.9) relevant for

stage one of the selection system in the Burdekin region (Section 1.1.1): the between family

genetic variance a}, competition variance a; ,genotype by enviromnent interaction variance

a.: ' enol' variance a~ , correlation between genotype and competition Pg,c

I

CCS
I

TCH
I

~ 7 ~ 2 ~ 7 ~ 7 Pg,c
~ 7 ~ 7 ~ 7 ~ 2 Pg,ca- a c a,; a- a- a- a.; aeJ e .r c

0.97 0.26 0.13 0.61 0.20 151.90 239.40 45.56 351.56 0.20

Because family selection was used in stage one (Section 1.1.1), the initial genetic

vanance estimates 0-: of 3.24 and 506.25 (Table 2.9) for CCS and cane yield
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respectively were used to calculate the between families varIance component a}.

According to the proportion of variability between families estimate J of 30% (Table

2.9), the between families variance component a} relevant for the starting population

of genetic effects were 0.97 and 151.90 for CCS and cane yield respectively (Table

2.10).

Initial competition variance estimates 0-; in one row plot of 0.94 and 1016.45 for CCS

and cane yield respectively were calculated by substituting the following parameter

values into formula 2.20 (Section 2.3.10).

(i) genetic correlations estimates Pg,g+c between pure stand and one row plot of

0.88 and 0.52 respectively for CCS and cane yield (Table 2.9);

(ii) genetic variance estimates 0-: of3.24 and 506.25 (Table 2.9) for CCS and cane

yield respectively;

(iii) conelation between genotype and competition estimates Pg,c of 0.20 for both

CCS and cane yield (Table 2.9).

Again, since family selection is practiced in stage one the proportion of variability

between families estimate t5 of 30% (Table 2.9) was used to give 0.26 and 239.40 for

CCS and cane yield respectively (Table 2.10).

The GE interaction variance estimate 0-.; of 0.43, 151.88 respectively for CCS, cane

yield (Table 2.9) was used to calculate the variability attributable for the family

selection 0.13 and 45.56 respectively for CCS and cane yield (Table 2.10). The

magnitude of 0-.; on a family mean basis was determined fl.-om 0-.: /S , where s is the

number of environments ie sites used in evaluating families.

Since one row plots are cunently used in sugarcane breeding programs for family

selection, error variance cr; of 3.24 and 2025.00 were initially assumed for CCS and

cane yield respectively (Table 2.9). On a family (genotype) basis, error variance

estimates were determined from these variances divided by the total number of
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replicates (product of number of sites by number of replicates per site) used in

calculating them to calculate 0.61 and 351.56 for CCS and cane yield respectively. The

correlation between genotype and competition estimates Pg,c for both stages equal to

0.20 for both CCS and cane yield (Table 2.9).

Because the magnitude of each relevant parameter (Table 2.9) changes depending on

the input selection variables (Section 1.1.2), to reflect the difference onto the selection

results the computations similar to those detailed above were performed prior to the

simulation of each stage.

Now that the way in which selection variables (Section 1.1.2) impact on the observed

expressions of CCS and cane yield have been elucidated, assumptions of the model

tested and an initial set of variance components estimated for the region of interest, the

selection system from the Burdekin region can be mathematically modelled.
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Chapter 3

Simulation of selection systems

3.1 Introduction

In Section 2.2 it was explained how observed values for CCS and cane yield could be

expressed as a linear model (equation 2.1). The magnitude of the effects that constitute

the phenotypic value Y ijk : the genetic effect gi' competition effect Cik , GE interaction

effect xij' error effect eijk; depend on the plot size p z' the number of sites s z and the

number of replicates rz per site used at a pmiicular stage z. Section 2.4.4 detailed the

procedure used to compute the variance components to be used in stage one of the

selection system defined in Section 1.1.1. As a genotype passes through different

selection stages, the magnitude of each generated effect, apart from the genetic effect

g;, changes for each of the two traits CCS and cane yield, and this affects the observed

values for these traits. In addition to the performance for these traits, the particular

genotypes that are selected at a stage z also depend on the selection index d z (a

function of CCS and cane yield) and selection intensity t z used in stage z . Gains made

in any stage of the selection are affected by all the above variables. Therefore, the

performance of a selection system depends on the combination of design variables

(Section 1.1.2) used through the system.

The interactions between selection variables (Section 1.1.2) and the way in which they

impact on the magnitude of the phenotypic expressions for CCS and cane yield are not

easily expressible by a set of mathematical f0l111ulas. The factors that influence the
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performance of selection system are thus too complicated to use a deterministic model

and a stochastic model is required. Furthermore, the simulation of phenotypic values for

CCS and cane yield involve generation of random variables, which indicate that rather

than a single outcome, a distribution of solutions are obtained. Thus, the appropriate

simulation model that can capture the "real life" selection system is a Monte Carlo

stochastic simulation model (Winston, 1994).

Simulation models have been successfully applied in a wide range of situations, such as

assessing the cost effectiveness of asthma management strategies (Price and Briggs,

2002), evaluating the operation of wastewater treatment plants (Makinia et ai, 2002);

testing different measles vaccination schedules and their dosages (Zekri and Clerc,

2002), determining peanut farm net returns (Parman et ai, 1996), and testing different

harvesting strategies (Semenzato, 1995, and Sorensen and Gilheany, 1970).

Section 3.2 develops a framework for the simulation model SSSM (Sugarcane Selection

Simulation Model), summarising the way important effects of the sugarcane phenotypic

expression were generated (eg. linear model 2.1). Section 3.3 documents the method

used for comparing selection systems in terms of cost and the gain. Section 3.4 provides

verification of the accuracy of the simulation model SSSM as well as documenting the

sensitivity analysis of selection gain to change in the statistical parameters.

3.2 Overall concepts and structure of the Sugarcane

Selection Simulation Model (SSSM)

In this section the overall structure of the SSSM model is described (Section 3.2.1), with

Section 3.2.2 giving a shoti application manual of the model. Section 3.2.3 then

explains how the effects of the linear model (2.1) are generated to give the magnitude of

phenotypic values for CCS and cane yield, which define genotypes. Selection variables

(Section 1.1.2) that affect the magnitude of the phenotypic values for CCS and cane

yield for a given genotype, Yijk at a particular stage z are the plot size Pz' number of

sites s 7 and number of replicates per site r
7

used at that stage. Section 3.2.4 explains
- -

the selection of the genotypes so generated. Following the generation of phenotypes,
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these are ranked according to the selection index, d z , and then the highest ranking ones

selected to go forward to the next stage. The proportion selected is given by the

selection intensity, t z •

3.2.1 888M flow chart

A flow chart of the simulation model SSSM is given in Figure 3.1. Selection variables

(Section 1.1.2) need to be entered into to the simulation model by the user. The SSSM

first checks whether selection in stage 1 is family or individual, based on inputted

selection variables.

When family selection is chosen at stage one, the selection variables necessary to select

families in the first year of stage one as well as the variables necessary to select

genotypes from within selected families are collected. Families are then generated

according to the defined plot size, site and replication numbers. A user-defmed

percentage of families are selected, based on a defined selection index. Then for each

selected family a specified number of genotypes are generated, and a specified

percentage of genotypes from within each family are selected based on the phenotype of

CCS and cane yield, and a defined selection index, which is a function of these two

traits. For all following stages, individual clone selection is used.

When individual selection is practiced at any stage a similar procedure is followed. The

number of genotypes is first generated according to the plot size; site number and the

number of replicates defined by the user. A defined percentage of the generated

genotypes are selected based on the phenotype of CCS and cane yield, and the selection

index defined by the user. The size of the population generated depends on the stage at

which individual selection of genotypes is used, and it could either be user-specified

number, in the case it is stage one; or the number of genotypes selected from the

previous stage, for all other stages.
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Is stage one a family selection?

~NO YES

~FOR ellch st~Hle Z =1TO 11

Input k,j,p"sl'rl ,d"tl ,d2 ,t2

r i~

Input k,pz,sz,rz,dz,tz ~

Generate kof gi,cik,xij,eijk effects for

CCS and cane yield average values for each
family

r

IF stage 1 THEN

Generate kof gi,cik,xij,eijk effects
Calculate Y ijk for CCS and cane yield for

for CCS and cane yield
each family

IF >stage 1 THEN

Regenerate k .II t l of Cik ' xij' eijk ..
1=1

effects for CCS and cane yield Select t1 families given selection index d 1

+ 1

Calculate Yijk for CCS and cane yield FOR each selected family

-generate j number of gi,cik,xij,eijk

11r - select t2 genotypes given selection index d2

Select t z genotypes given
NEXTt

selection index d z

+ I FOR stages z =2 TO n I
I NEXT z I

Figure 3.1: The flow-chart of the 888M, where: gi is the genotype effect of genotype i; C ik IS

the competition effect of genotype i being planted in plot size k; xij is the genotype by

environment interaction effect of genotype i being planted in environment j ; eijk is the elTor

effect; n the number of stages; k the number of families; j the number of genotypes per

family; p z plot size, sz number of sites, r z number of replicates, d z selection index, t

selection intensity used at a stage z
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3.2.2 888M application manual

The simulation model SSSM application was developed in Microsoft Access® using the

Visual Basic® (Fox, 1999) code. The application consists of a number of user

interfaces, some of which are given in Figures 3.2 and Figure 3.3.

A selection system to be simulated is defined by entering selection variables (Section

1.1.2). Figure 3.2 shows the SSSM user interface that allows the user to design a new

selection system. In the case of family selection being used in stage one, the family

option check-box needs to be ticked and all the variables that define the selection of

genotypes from within families need to be entered (Figure 3.2). Note that there are three

options given for the selection index at this stage: sugar yield, user defined weighing

between CCS and cane yield, or visual evaluation of genotypes; whereas at all other

stages, two first options are available, as visual evaluation is only applicable to the

second pali of stage one when genotypes are selected :B:om within each selected family

(Section 2.3.5).

Figure 3.2: The SSSM interface that allows the definition of a new selection system
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This interface (Figure 3.2) gives further options to define a new region through entering

all the variance parameters (Table 2.9) or to view and change an existing region. To be

able to identify and later retrieve the information regarding any selection system

simulated, each is given a unique name.

Because of variation in genetic gain due to random effects, the simulation model may be

run a number of times to obtain a precise estimate of the performance of particular

selection system designs and therefore accurately compare different designs. The user

specifies how many times the simulation should be run. The result given for genetic

gain is the mean of a number of runs specified. The [mal results (Figure 3.3) interface

gives detailed information regarding the performance of the selection system. There are

further options available in order to view the performance of each selection stage

separately. The main result is the "Pure Economic gain" and cost of the selection system

chosen, both of which are explained later in this chapter.

Figure 3.3: The SSSM interface that gives main selection simulation results
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3.2.3 Generation of phenotypic effects

Although all effects of the linear model (2.1) are sampled from normally distributed

populations, not all are generated in the same way. The genotype gi and competition

C ik effects are in some circumstances con-elated with each other (Section 2.3.2) and

therefore need to be generated to maintain the relationship between them. Furthermore,

the genetic effect gj stays unchanged throughout selection as it does not depend on

planting environment in which the genotype has been grown, whereas all other effects

change. The error effect eijk (Section 2.3.4) and the genotype by environment

interaction effect xi} (Section 2.3.3) depend on the experimental design used and

therefore need to be regenerated at each new stage of selection. The competition effect

C ik changes as the plot size changes, but potential competitiveness of a genotype is

defmed by its genotype, which stays unchanged. Therefore, c jk needs to be re-scaled

according to the plot size with each stage of selection, rather then re-generated anew.

3.2.3.1 Generation of the error effect and genotype by environment interaction
effect

The en-or effect eijk and GE interaction effect x ij that are not correlated to any other

effect in the linear model (2.1), are generated independently from the area under the

bell-shaped curve similar to the one in Figure 3.5 defined by the univariate probability

density function (Walpole, 1990):

(3.1)

where (72 is replaced by (7; for the error effect and with a,2 for the genotype by

enviromnent interaction effect. The Visual Basic®'s standard function Rnd randomly

generates a number c; from the [0,1] interval. Thus, the numbers for within each

increment within the [0,1] interval are generated with the equal probability using the

Rnd function. Let c; E [0,1] represent the area under the standard normal curve (Figure
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3.4) to the left of a standard score, zo' There is only one standard score Zo such that the

area to its left equals ;. Normal tables (Walpole, 1990) give z-scores and the

corresponding areas under the normal curve between zero and the z-score.

; = 0.7995

z

z = 0.84

Figure 3.4: An example ofa z-score z = 0.84 and the corresponding area; = 0.7995

under the standard normal curve

The formula for standard score z :

x - f.1
z=--

(J'
(3.2)

where f.1 and (J' are respectively mean and standard deviation of the population of

interest, is then used to calculate the magnitude of the effect x: x = f.1 + z . (J', ie

x =z . (J' because f.1 = 0 .

For example, if 0.7995 is the randomly generated number it corresponds to the area of

; =0.7995 under the standard normal curve (Figure 3.4), which corresponds to the

standard score z =0.84 fl.-om the Normai tables. Given the standard deviation a of the

desired population and the standard score, the formula x = z . (J' would generate an

effect x from the desired population.
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3.2.3.2 Generation of the genotype and the competition effects

Previous studies have indicated that genetic effects and competition effects may be

cOlTelated (Section 2.3.2). Therefore, the two effects can not be generated independently

as can GE interaction and en-or effects (Section 3.2.3.1), but rather they come from a

two-dimensional normal distribution. The equi-probability contour of the region from

which the two con-elated effects to be generated can be computed from the following

bivariate probability density function is (Deak, 1990):

(3.3)

where gi is genetic effect and C ik competition effect of genotype i, L is the covariance

matrix of the genotype and competition effects,

L =[()~ cov(g, C)]
cov(a c) 0"2

b' c

(3.4)

The contour of constant density for the bivariate nonnal distribution is an ellipse (Figure

3.6) defined by all X = (g,c)' such that

,
(X - fl)L-1(X - fl) = x:2 (3.5)

where x:2 =X; (a) is the upper (100· a) th percentile of a chi-squared distribution with

two degrees of freedom (Johnson and Wichern, 1982). The ellipse is centred at fl and

have axes ± x:JX:~ and ± x:.[i;e2 , where ~,~ and -12 , e2 are the two eigenvalue-

eigenvector pairs of the covariance matrix L. Note that for the genotype and

competition effects, the ellipse is centred in the origin (0,0) since the mean value fl for

both effects equals zero (Figure 3.5).
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i kA
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Figure 3.5: The population of correlated pairs (gi' C ik ) was generated from within the ellipse

(cross section) with major and minor axis being defined by KJX: and KjI; respectively

One way to compute the con"elated pair (gpcik ) is by solving the following system of

simultaneous equations:

(3.6)

where y, ,y] are two randomly generated numbers from nonnally distributed

populations with mean zero and variances equal to K
ZAI and K

ZAz respectively.

Alternatively, if y, ,Yz are two randomly generated numbers fi:om a normally

distributed populations with mean zero and variances one, then the two con'elated

effects gil Cik could be computed by the following set of fonnulas (Kleijnen and Van

Groenendaal, 1992):

gi = y, .(J'g

Cik = (J'c Gg.c .YI +~l- P:,c .yJ
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where p g,c is the correlation between genotype and competition effects. Due to its

simplicity and accuracy the latter approach was adopted in the simulation model SSSM

to generate the two correlated effects g i ,C ik •

3.2.3.3 Re-calculation of the competition effect

Competition effect C ik represents a response of a genetic component to the change in

the plot size. Therefore, it cannot be regenerated like other components, but rather needs

to be reduced or enlarged depending on plot size used (Section 2.3.2).

If (gpc ik ) is the original correlated genetic and competition pair from the starting

population as defined in Section 3.2.3.2, the first component gi of the pair stays the

same throughout selection. The competition effect Cik is enlarged or reduced using the

transfonnation C;k :

(3.8)

where 0"; and 0",; are the generated population competition variance - 'old' and the

desired competition variance - 'new' respectively and x is the mean value of Cik 's. To

ensure that the mean equals zero before the transformation, the average x is taken away

fi.-om the original competition.
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3.2.3.4 An illustration of the generation of populations of effects

Firstly, the set of variance components that defmes each population 0 f effect need to be

computed :B.-om the initial statistical parameters (Table 2.9). Section 2.4.4 illustrated the

computation of the relevant variance components for stage one of the selection system

as detailed in Section 1.1.1.

Next, a desired number of genotype effects gi' competition effects Cik , GE interaction

effect xiJ and error effects eiJk are generated, as described in sections 3.2.3.1 and

3.2.3.2. Table 3.1 illustrates the generation of effects for fifteen genotypes. Once all the

effects have been generated the phenotypic values YiJk for CCS and cane yield are

calculated according the linear model (2.1) YiJk =fl+ gi +Cik +xiJ +eiJk . Note that the

mean values fl for CCS and cane yield were proposed by two experienced sugarcane

breeders: Phillip Jackson (CSIRO) and Mike Cox (BSES) to be 12% and 150 tOlmes per

hectare respectively.

Table 3.1

An illustration of the generation of populations of effects that make the phenotypic value

YiJk =fl + gi + Cik + xiJ + eiJk for CCS and cane yield (TCH), where gi is the genetic effect,

Cik competition effect, xiJ GE interaction effect, and eiJk error effect for a genotype i being

planted in environment j and plot size k

CCS TCH

i fl gi Cik xiJ eiJk Yijk fl gi Cik xiJ eiJk YiJk

1 12 0.565 0.132 0.049 1.755 14.501 150 -22.846 3.479 3.582 16.313 150.528
2 12 0.289 0.143 0.670 0.640 13.744 150 -3.095 -15.253 1.653 9.375 142.680

3 12 -0.638 -0.780 -0.031 0.140 10.691 150 16.762 -11.634 -2.039 -8.813 144.276
4 12 -0.931 -0.633 -0.154 -0.913 9.369 150 10.565 -10.175 -3.031 -13.500 133.859

-"._"_.._-_.
5 12 -0.389 -0.660 0.216 1.139 12.306 150 -8.206 -0.999 -3.582 3.938 141.151

6 12 -1.898 -0.187 0.397 1.225 11.537 150 2.813 -30.697 -4.741 -15.188 102.487
..._.~._ ...-_.,

7 12 -0.805 0.179 -0.097 1.708 12.985 150 -5.478 -10.132 2.263 -21.375 115.278

8 12 -1.186 -0.120 -0.785 0.640 10.549 150 -21.334 -9.302 -7.110 12.188 124.442

9 12 0.797 -0.091 0.146 -1.115 11.737 150 19.162 -5.116 5.236 -18.375 150.907

10 12 0.512 -0.485 0.304 0.920 13.251 150 2.916 -21.535 0.000 14.438 145.781
~------~.~-

11 12 0.294 0.845 0.459 1.123 14.721 150 -22.620 -19.627 -0.661 6.375 113.467

12 12 0.830 -0.383 -0.375 -0.601 11.471 150 6.913 -5.602 -1.102 -27.938 122.271
I········

13 12 -0.779 -0.448 0.093 -1.498 9.368 150 -12.796 -5.178 -2.039 8.813 138.800
_~'_~"~VOkA_'_

14 12 1.056 0.015 0.604 -0.390 13.285 150 12.724 23.018 0.772 -9.375 177.139
lis 12 0.175 0.330 0.009 -1.069 11.445 150 -9.283 -15.656 3.858 -14.063 114.856
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3.2.4 Selection of genotypes

Following generation of effects as described above, a selection index is calculated for

each genotype based on phenotypes for CCS and cane yield. Genotypes are then ranked

according to this selection index and the top ranked genotypes are then selected, with

the actual number being selected dependent on the intensity of selection. Details of

these steps are given below.

(i) Selection index d z

The selection index d" is a function ofCCS and cane yield and is defined for each stage

Z of the selection. In the model used in this study, the selection index used comprised

one of the following three types:

1. Sugar yield (TSH) calculated as TCH x CCS

2. Visual rating, a selection criterion correlated to cane yield (TCH)

3. A function, d =a .CCS + fJ .TCH , where a and fJ were two real numbers chosen

by the user. Assigning for example a = 0 and fJ = 1 creates a selection index based

on cane yield only.

In practice, for selection systems in Australia, the visual estimate of cane yield and the

general appearance of the cane visual rating is used only for the second part of stage one

in selection systems when genotypes from within selected families may be selected to

enter the subsequent stage. However, since visual rating is subject to breeders' personal

evaluation of the physical appearance of a particular genotype, it is not possible to

simulate it using a computer program. However, it is assumed that visual appearance

rating relates predominantly to cane yield and when this is chosen the SSSM uses cane

yield as the selection criterion, and treats it with a level of error variation considered

appropriate by the user for this method of estimating cane yield.
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(ii) Selection intensity t z

The selection intensity t z defined at each stage z is the percentage (between 1% and

100%) of genotypes, or families in the case of family selection, to be transferred to the

next stage z +1 of selection.

Note that in the actual selection system, genotypes selected during the last stage of

selection are further tested for disease resistance and ratoon performance, so that finally

only a small set of genotypes would be released for industry adoption and evaluation. In

order to select enough genotypes to allow for these testings and to make selection

systems comparable to one another it was necessary to limit the maximal number of

genotypes to result fi"om a selection system. For the purposes of this study, thus, it was

adopted that at most ten genotypes could be selected till"ough selection systems

simulated using the SSSM.

3.3 Defining genetic gains and determining costs

The effectiveness of selection systems can be determined from (i) genetic gam

achieved, and (ii) total cost. In practice, breeders are usually faced with a limited budget

and their task is to maximise genetic gains within these budget limits. The framework

used in this study to measure genetic gains and costs of alternative selection systems is

described below.

3.3.1 Genetic gain for economic value

To allow a comparison between different selection designs, a new measure of the

selection system performance, called the genetic gain for economic value (G) is

defmed. The determination of this is described below.

The economic value E; of a genotype i is defined as the difference between the return

R i from sugar produced and the costs C; associated with producing sugar from

genotype i commercially. The return R; from sugar produced and the costs Ci
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associated with growing genotype i are defined below, using the same assumptions as in

Jackson and McRae (2001):

Ri =$350· TSHi

Ci =$5.64· TCHi +$10.53· TCHi +$0.64· TSHi +$1013
(3.9)

where $350 is assumed to equal the long term price of one tonne of raw sugar, $5.46 is

assumed to equal harvesting costs for one tonne of cane, $10.53 is assumed to equal

cane transportation and milling costs for one tOlme of cane, $0.64 is assumed to equal

sugar transportation costs for tonne of sugar, and $1013 assumed to equal growing costs

for one hectare of cane. While these assumptions of costs and prices will change over

time, the values used are expected to be adequate for obtaining accurate rankings of

genotypes with varying CCS and cane yield.

The genetic gain for economic value (G) is the difference (gain) between the average

genetic effect for economic value of the starting population (Gslarl) and the average

genetic effect for economic value of the final selected population (Gsel )' The genetic

effect for economic value Gi of a genotype i is calculated from R i - C i as above, using

the genetic effects, gi' for CCS and cane yield.

To illustrate how genetic gain for economic value was computed, a starting population

of six generated genotypes is given in Table 3.2, represented only by their genetic

values gi for CCS and cane yield. The average of the genetic effects for economic

value G =l t 0i of the starting population equals $2857.22.
6 i=l
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Table 3.2

A sample of the computer generated population of genotype values for CCS and cane yield

(TCH), expressed as the sum of p + gi , where gi is the genotype effect; their sugar yield

(TSH) value; return R i ; costs C j for each genotype i and genetic effect for economic value

CCS TCH TSH Ri Cj Gj

i JL gj JL+ gj JL gi JL+ gi

1 12 -1.495 10.505 150 7.292 157.292 16.524 $5,783.40 $3,566.99 $2,216.41
2 12 -1.023 10.977 150 -16.088 133.912 14.701 $5,145.00 $3,187.77 $1,957.23
3 12 0.342 12.346 150 20.147 170.147 20.996 $7,348.60 $3,777.71 $3,570.89
4 12 0.796 12.796 150 -2.916 147.084 18.821 $6,587.35 $3,403.39 $3,183.96
5 12 0.455 12.452 150 -17.143 132.857 16.541 $5,789.35 $3,171.88 $2,617.47
6 12 0.873 12.873 150 10.064 160.064 20.605 $7,211.75 $3,614.42 $3,597.33

Select for example genotypes 1, 2, and 3. The average value of the genetic effect for

economIC value gain Gi of selected genotypes is $2581.51. The genetic gain for

economIc value G achieved by selecting these three genotypes equal - $275.71

($2581.51 - $2857.22) per hectare. This indicates that, fi.-om an economic point of view,

the final population of genotypes is worse than the starting population. Having a

selection stage that selected those three particular genotypes from such a starting

population (Table 3.2) would result in an ineffective selection, since it discarded the

economically valuable genotypes 4 and 6 and it selects genotypes 1 and 2 that are

economically inferior to them.

Note that the three genotypes used above were just used to illustrate the procedure of

the calculation of the genetic gain for economic value G. In this study, the genetic gain

for economic value G given to characterise a selection system was based on the

difference in genetic values for economic value, between the ten best performing

genotypes selected from the selection system and the average of the starting population.
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3.3.2 Costs of selection systems

At the time of writh'1g this thesis, there was no published information available on the

costs associated with selection trials. Therefore, estimates were obtained fi'om personal

consultation with sugarcane breeders and technical staff: Dr Mike Cox (BSES), Mr

Ten)' Morgan (CSR) and Dr Phillip Jackson (CSIRO).

Selection trial costs were classified as either (i) fixed costs that are independent of the

number of plots or varieties tested in a trial or (ii) variable costs that are propOliional to

the numbers of plots planted and the measurements made.

(i) Fixed costs: the following fixed costs were assumed:

finding a trial site, planning all operations associated with the trial, and liaising with

growers or farm management staff: total cost of $960. This was based on an

assumption of six days for a technical staffperson at $160 per day ($20 per hour)

analysis of data obtained from a trial and associated administration: total cost of

$480, based on three days for a technical staff member at $160 per day ($20 per

hour) rate

If the ratoon crops were grown and additional data obtained, then an additional $480 per

ratoon crop would be incurred. This was the cost of analysing data and administration

only, since there was no need to find trial sites and other operational costs associated

with planting a new trial.

(ii) Variable costs: it was assumed that genotypes may be planted as single seedlings

in the field, in one row plots 5 meters or 10 meters long, or in plots that were discrete

multiples of the 10 meter long one row plot. The following costs were assumed:

planting a ten meter long one row plot costs $10 and planting a single seedling costs

$2.20;

growing a ten meter long one row plot costs $2 and growing a single seedling costs

13c;
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measuring CCS costs $4 regardless of whether a single seedling or one row plot is

measured;

weighing cane of a ten meter long one row plot costs $2 and weighing a single

seedling costs 13c;

harvesting of a ten meter long one row plot costs $1.02 and harvesting a single

seedling costs 7c;

compensation to farmers for a ten meter long one row plot costs $1.50 and for a

single seedling it costs 9c;

visual evaluation of a single seedling costs 30c.

Every time a genotype was harvested and weighed it needed to be regrown to produce

sufficient planting material for planting the next stage of selection. Thus, there is also

the cost associated with ratooning or propagation of the crop. The costs incurred are

those for growing the crop and compensating farmers the lost income.

Apart from variables defined below, all selection variables used in the following cost

functions are as assigned in Section 1.1.2. Thus, if individual genotype selection is

practiced at stage 1, the cost of that stage is calculated using the following formula:

Cj =$1,440+ ($2.44+ $4· CCS1 +$0.13· TCH j )· k (3.10)

where CCSj ie TCH
J

is a boolean function that equals 0 or 1 depending whether CCS

ie TCH needs to be measured at the stage. If, on the other hand, family selection is

practiced there are two options to consider. If families are grown in 2 row plots, one

juice sample is extracted per row to measure CCS. Similarly, if 4 row plots are practiced

two middle rows are used, again one juice sample per row, to measure CCS. On the

other hand, if one row plots are used there is only one row available to do the same.

Accordingly, the cost fhnction is either given with:

c] =$1,920+$10·j,pj·rj 'Sj +[($8.14+$2.rCH]).pj +$4.CCSJrj 'Sj (3.11)

+ $0.30· k· j. I]

for 2 and more rows plots being used, and:
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C] =$1,920+$1O·j·p] '1'] ·s] +[($8.14+$2.TCH])·p] +$2·CCSJr]·s] (3.12)
-l- ~() ~(). ". f. t
.~~.~~., J -I

for one row plots.

Assuming that at least 2 row plots were used, the cost for stages z ~ 2 is calculated

using the following function:

Cz =$960+$IO-kz ' Pz ·rz -sz

+{$480+ [($4.07 + $2· TCH z)' pz + $4· CCSz]' rz . sz}- (1 + mJ
(3.13)

where k
7

is the number of genotypes entering stage z, CCS
7

ie TCH
7

is a boolean. . .

function that equals 0 or 1 depending whether CCS ie TCH needs to be measured at

stage z, and m
7

is the number ofratoon crops grown at stage z.

3.4 Examination of some basic results from the 888M when

applied to the Burdekin region

A selection system (Table 3.3) similar to that which that has been routinely calTied out

in the past by BSES and CSR (Section 1.1.1) was simulated. This selection system was

defined with the following selection variables:

The starting population comprised 200 families ie f = 200, and 60 genotypes per

family ie k = 60 .

In stage z =1 plot size p] =1, number of sites Sl =1, number of replicates per site

1'1 =4, selection index dl =TSH , and selection intensity t l =30% .

In stage z =2, the crop is regrown in the ratoon crop to allow for the selection of

individual genotypes from within each selected family thus, selection index

d 2 =visual.selection and selection intensity t2 =50% defines the stage.
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In stage z = 3 , plot size P3 = 1, number of sites S3 = 1, number of replicates per site

1'3 =2, selection index d3 =TSH , and selection intensity t 3 =5% .

In the [mal stage z =4, plot size P4 =4, number of sites S 4 =4, number of

replicates per site 1'4 =2, selection index d, =TSH, and selection intensity

Each effect of the linear model (2.1) that determined the phenotypic expression of CCS

and cane yield was randomly generated, so the genotypes generated in the simulation

exhibit some level of random variability. A statistical analysis of model output was

performed to gauge the level of variability in genetic gains arising. After ensuring that

the model is generating populations with variances as specified, the performance of the

SSSM was tested by ensuring that the SSSM obtained genetic variance of the

population of genotypes selected matched the genetic variances observed in real

breeding programs, as estimated in Section 2.3.2.

The simulation was repeated one hundred times, and the data from each simulation was

collected. A sample from one ofthese simulations is given in Appendix B.

Table 3.3

Description of the selection system simulated on SSSM, where / is the starting number of

families, k is the number of genotypes per family to start selection, z is the stage number, Pz

the plot size used at stage z , s z number of sites and rz number of replicates per site used at

stage z , and d z and t z selection index and intensity respectively used at stage z

/=200 k =60
z pz Sz l' d tz z z

1 I 1 4 Sugar yield 30%
2 Visual selection 50%

" I 1 2 Sugar yield 5%.)

4 4 4 2 Sugar yield 20%
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3.4.1 Variation between simulations

To establish how many times each selection system needs to be simulated to allow a

decision of whether one selection system is superior to another to be made, the genetic

gains for economic value G were also gathered ii-om the one hundred simulations of

the selection system described by Table 3.3. The average genetic gain for economic

value G obtained equals $3372.86 with a standard deviation of $374.01. These were

used to calculate the expected standard errors for one, two, five, ten, one thousand

simulations. Figure 3.6 shows how the standard error for genetic gain in economic value

varies for different number of simulations. The magnitude of the standard error

decreases sharply from one to ten simulations and then continues decreasing at a much

slower rate. It was concluded that for the purposes of identifying an optimal selection

system in this study, rum1ing the simulation model one hundred times would provide an

appropriate balance between computational efficiency and desired accuracy to detect

differences between alternative selection systems.
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Figure 3.6. The change in the expected standard errors for the genetic gain for economic value

G with the change in the number of simulations

To detect the minimal difference in the genetic gain for economic value of fJ.G between

two selection systems the fo Howing formula was used:
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(3.14)

where N is the sample size ie the number of simulations to be run, S2 is sample

variance which is assumed to be the population variance where the population

comprises the set of 100 genetic gains for economic value simulated, t a,qJ and t j3(I),qJ are

the critical values for the t-test with the significance level a and the power of the test

1- j3 and ¢ degrees of freedom (Cochran and Cox, 1975). Note that to calculate the

degrees of fi'eedom ¢ the sample size N is required. This is estimated using the above

formula.

The above formula could be used to establish the sample size that will allow a 90%

chance of detecting a true difference of at least $50 (f1G = $50) between gains of two

selection systems at 0.05 significance level. The standard deviation of the one hundred

simulations equals $374.01. To find the critical values ta,qJand tj3(I),qJ the sample size of

100 was first assumed. Then ¢ = 2(n -1) = 198, to.05(2),198 = 1.972, to.I (I),198 = 1.286, and

N2l281.5l:=1282. Use now N=1282 to get ¢=2(n 1)=2562, to.05 (2),2562 =1.960,

t o.I (I),2562 = 1.282, and N 21268.96:= 1269 . Therefore, each selection system should be

simulated at least 1269 times to have a 90% chance of declaring two selection systems

that differ by $50 in the genetic gain for economic value, at P < 0.05 . Assuming that

one simulation of an average selection system lasts only one minute, it would take over

21 hours to give an estimate of the G value that would detect this minimal difference.

However, simulating each selection system 1269 times or more would decrease the

computer time efficiency of the simulation model SSSM.

Alternatively, the above formula (3.9) could be manipulated to give an expression for

the minimal difference 60 given the number of simulations N:

(3.15)
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Using the above formula, and the critical values to.05(2),198 =1.972 and to.I (I),I98 =1.286

for N =100, it was determined that when one hundred simulations were run, the

minimal detectable difference t1G of $178,99 could be achieved. To achieve therefore,

approximately a third of the above minimal detectable difference twelve times more

computer time needs to be used. Consequently, each selection system was simulated

one hundred times and the G value that gives an indication of its performance was

taken to be the average of these simulations.

3.4.2 Sensitivity analysis of the SSSM

The variance components (Table 2.9) used throughout the study were decided upon

based on two different sources: breeders' views and the estimates :liom two data sets

(Section 2.4). For those variance components for which the two sources agree there is

more certainty about their actual values than for others. However, by identifying

variance components that contribute significantly to the magnitude of G would

detennine the subset of variance components that needs to be estimated more accurately

in future.

Thus, to establish the robustness of the simulation model 888M to any change in the

initial set of parameters (Table 2.9) a screening design was applied. Taking a reduced

and enlarged value for each of the initial values (Table 2.9), and then changing a

parameter at the time the effect such change could have on the 888M results could be

observed. To get a complete picture of any possible sensitivity all possible combinations

of the three values needs to be tested, ie the full factorial design needs to be performed,

which would also identify any possible interaction between different factors.

However, the number of experiments in a full factorial design increases exponentially

with the number of factors present in the design. In this case it would not be feasible to

run a full factorial design, since it would require comparing 324 selection system

designs, twenty-four factors (Table 2.9), at three levels. Thus, to reduce the amount of

experiments required a fractional factorial experimental design (Box et ai, 1978) was

performed.
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Fractional factorial design eliminates redundant combinations of parameters ie factors

by using only a fraction (eg. half or quarter) of the full factorial designs. The choice of

designs to be included in a fiactional factorial design is not random but are carefully

chosen so that they capture all relevant information. The experimental software

NEMROD-W version 9901 developed by Mathieu, D., Nonnu, J and Phan-Tan-Luu, R

from the Laboratoire de Methodologie de la Recherche Experimental de l'Universite

d'Aix-Marseille (LPRAI), Marseille, France, was used to obtain the experimental

matrix as well as to analyse results.

To provide a judgement about the relative confidence intervals (Table 3.4) of the initial

statistical parameters (Table 2.9), two plant breeders (Phillip Jackson and Mike Cox)

involved in conducting sugarcane selection programs were contacted. They suggested

the following parameters are associated with a high level of uncertainty: the genetic

variance of the starting population 0":, the correlation between genetic effect and

competition effect P g,c' the propOliion of genetic variation retained between (rather

than within) families 0, GE interaction variance 0".; expressed through the 0".; /0":

ratio; error variance 0"; in single seedling and one row plot; and genetic correlation

between performance in pure stand and perfol111ance in plots P g,g+c for plot sizes

comprising single seedlings, one row and two rows, and they nominated likely lower (1)

and upper (3) limits for each of these parameters (Table 3.4). It was expected that the

genetic correlation P g,g+c estimates for all three plots would co-vary in a similar way.

Therefore, the genetic correlation Pg,g+c between performances in small plots and that

in pure stands, which is a reflection of the importance of competition variance, could be

reasonably considered as a single factor across all plot sizes rather than an independent

variable for each plot size.

The factorial experimental matrix for fourteen factors at three levels obtained from

NEMROD-W software is given in Appendix C. The selection system defined in Section

1.1.1 was simulated one hundred times (Section 3.4.1) for each of the eighty-one

(Appendix C) combinations of factors.
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Table 3.4

Summary of the factors relevant for the screening design for CCS and cane yield (TCH), at

three levels (1, 2 and 3),2 being the initial original value (Table 2.9), used in the factorial

experimental designs: the genetic variance a: 'correlation between genotypic value and

competition P g,c ' proportion of variation between families 0 , a,; /a: ratio; error variance

?a; in single seedling and one row plot; and genetic correlation between plots P g,g+c in the

tlu'ee plot sizes considered as a single factor

CCS

Pg,g+c

Level ?

Pg,c 0 ? / ?
? a 2 s I 2a- a; a: a; Pglg+c Pg,g+c Pg,g+cg • b e

seedling one row seedling one row two row

1 1.44 0.00 0.15 0.20 1.44 1.44 0.70 0.78 0.83
2 3.24 0.20 0.30 0.30 3.24 2.43 0.80 0.88 0.93
3 5.76 0.40 0.45 0.80 12.96 5.76 0.90 0.98 1.00

TCH

Pg,g+c

Level a 2
Pg,c 0 2/ 2

? a 2 s I 2ax a g a- Pg,g+c Pg,g+c Pg,g+cg e e

seedling one row seedling one row two row

1 225.00 0.00 0.15 0.20 900.00 506.25 0.30 0.42 0.51
2 506.25 0.20 0.30 0.30 2025.00 1406.25 0.40 0.52 0.61
3 900.00 0.40 0.45 1.00 3600.00 2916.00 0.60 0.72 0.81

Table 3.5 summarises the results of the analysis of the experimental data given in Table

3.4. For each of the analysed factors two coefficients and associated significance levels

are given: (l) one measuring the effect a change from level 3 to level 1 in the magnitude

of factors has on the 888M model; and other (2) measuring that of change from level 3

to level 2. The coefficient of a factor measures the average increase or decrease in the

genetic gain for economic value G of the selection system when the magnitude of the

particular factor goes from one level to another. To identify factors and their levels

which change would significantly affect the magnitude of G , the observed significance

level p based on test statistics was used. Those effects for which there is enough

evidence to suggest that the change in their magnitude from one level to another affects

the G, have their observed significance level p represented with stars, where three
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starts indicate that claim could be accepted with a:::; 0.01, two stars indicate

0.05:::; a < 0.01 and one star indicate 0.1:::; a < 0.05.

There was thus, enough evidence to suggest that any change in the genetic variance cr:

in both CCS and cane yield, regardless of whether it changed from 5.76 to 1.44 or from

5.76 to 3.24 (Table 3.4), significantly impacted the gain G with a:::; 0.01 (Table 3.5).

When genetic variance cr: in CCS changed from 5.76 to 1.44 (Table 3.4) the G

decreased from the average of$5,368.42 for $1,971.46, whereas the change in cr: from

5.76 to 3.24 (Table 3.4) decreased the G for $1012.77 (Table 3.5). For cane yield

(TCH) the effect of similar change was halved, so the decrease in cr: from 900.00 to

225.00 (Table 3.4) decreased the G on average $1026.12, whereas the decrease fi'om

900.00 to 506.25 (Table 3.4) resulted in a decrease in G of an average $487.59 (Table

3.5). Both situations for CCS and cane yield were expected, as more genetic variability

in starting population would bring higher chances of potentially superior genotypes

being contained within such population and thus would increase expected yield G .

There was also enough evidence to suggest that the change in magnitude of the

correlation between genotypic value and competition Pg,c in cane yield significantly

affected the gain G. When Pg,c in cane yield changed from 0.4 to 0 (Table 3.4) the

significance level of the impact on G was a:::; 0.01 (Table 3.5), and when it changed

from 0.4 to 0.2 (Table 3.4) its impact was as expected marginally smaller with

0.1:::; a < 0.05 (Table 3.5). This indicates that the greatest impact was whether there is

any correlation between genotype and competition Pg,c in cane yield, with its impact

decreasing with the increase in the correlation.
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Table 3.5

SUlllinary of the results of the factorial experimental design for each of the fourteen

factors each represented with two measurements: one measuring the change from level 3 to 1

and other from level 3 to 2: the genetic variance cr: ' conelation between genotypic value and

competition P g,c , proportion of variation between families 5, error variance cr; in single

seedling and one row plot, cr.; / cr: ratio; and genetic correlation between plots P g,g+c in the

three plot sizes considered as a single factor

Factor Coefficient texp. P Coefficient texp. P
5368.42 75.25 ***

CCS TCH

cr2 3-1 -1971.46 -60.75 *** -1026.12 -31.62 ***
g

3-2 -1012.77 -31.21 *** -487.59 -15.03 ***
3-1 -26.49 -0.82 42.30% -250.87 -7.73 ***

Pg,c

3-2 -42.24 -1.30 19.60% -83.65 -2.58 *

5 3-1 -37.05 -1.14 25.80% 47.86 1.48 14.20%

3-2 -9.84 -0.30 76.10% 31.56 0.97 33.70%
1 3-1 -5.10 -0.16 87.00% 7.36 0.23 81.60%er-
e

Seedling 3-2 -14.86 -0.46 65.30% -7.81 -0.24 80.60%

cr2 3-1 -9.09 -0.28 22.30% 19.26 0.59 43.70%
e

1 row plot 3-2 36.28 1.12 73.20% 20.18 0.62 45.60%

2/ 1 3-1 94.76 2.92 ** 18.97 0.58 43.10%ax cr;
3-2 77.83 2.40 * -12.04 -0.37 28.70%
3-1 -76.17 -2.35 * -227.28 -7.00 ***

Pg,g+c

3-2 -41.25 -1.27 79.30% -115.81 -3.57 ***

The occurrence and the change in the magnitude of the same correlation in CCS

however, had no significant impact on the genetic gain for economic value (Table 3.5).

In fact the change from 0.40 to 0.00 (Table 3.4) for the correlation between genotype

and competition effects, Pg,c in CCS brought a decrease in G of an average $26.49,

whereas the decrease in Pg,c from 0.40 to 0.20 (Table 3.4) brought a decrease in G of

an average $42.24 (Table 3.5). For cane yield the effect the change in Pg,c had on the

magnitude of G was even greater, so the change :£i'om 0.40 to 0.00 (Table 3.4) brought

a decrease in G of an average $250.87, and the change from 0.40 to 0.20 (Table 3.4),

$83.65 (Table 3.5).
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The magnitude of G is sensitive to the change in the genetic correlation between plots

Pg,g+c in cane yield with the significance level of a ~ 0,01 (Table 3,5) regardless of

whether the change is from the level 3 to the level 1 or from the level 3 to the level 2

(Table 3.4). However, for CCS sensitivity is restricted to that from the level 3 to the

level 1 (Table 3.4) with 0.1 ~ a < 0.05 (Table 3.5). For CCS, which already has a

relatively high genetic correlation Pg,g+c (0.8 or 0.9) between pure stand and smaller

plot sizes (Table 2.9), the change in the correlation P g,g+c does not affects the gain G

as dramatically as it does for cane yield for which the genetic correlation Pg,g+c is

marginally smaller (0.4 and 0.5) (Table 2.9). Thus the possibility of a greater

predictability of the cane yield performance in pure stand inevitably influences the

overall selection performance through the change in the gain G. Generally, when the

genetic correlation between performance in a pure stand and performance in a small

plot, Pg,g+c for cane yield, changed £i:om level 3 (which is 0.60 between single seedling

and pure stand, 0.72 between one row plot and pure stand, and 0.81 between two row

plot and pure stand) to levell, (defined by 0.30, 0.42 and 0.51), the G decreased on

average by $227.275 (Table 3.5). Similarly, when the genetic correlation between plots

Pg,g+c for cane yield in three plot sizes changed from level 3 (defined by 0.60, 0.72 and

0.81) to level 2 (defined by 0.40, 0.52 and 0.61) the G decreased on average by

$115.813 (Table 3.5). In CCS, on the other hand the average decrease in G was smaller

at $76.17 when Pg,g+c decreased ii-om 0.90,0.98 and 1 to 0.70, 0.78 and 0.83 (Table

3.4) for the three plot sizes; and decreased by $41.25 (Table 3.5) when Pg,g+c decreased

from 0.90,0.98 and 1 to 0.80, 0.88 and 0.93 (Table 3.4).

The change in the 0'.; /O'.~ ratio from 0.8 to 0.2 (Table 3.4) for CCS significantly

affected the gain G with 0.05 ~ a < 0.01 (Table 3.5); and from 0.8 to 0.3 (Table 3.4)

with 0.1 ~ a < 0.05 (Table 3.5), whereas for cane yield the change in 0',; /O'~ did not

affect the gain G significantly. The decrease in the 0'; /O'~ ratio from 0.80 to 0.20

(Table 3.4) in CCS brought an increase in G of $94.76, and similarly the change from

0.80 to 0.30 (Table 3.4) brought an increase of $77.83 (Table 3.5). In cane yield on the

other hand, the effect was much smaller as the change from 1.00 to 0.20 (Table 3.4)
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brought an increase of$18.97, and the change from 1.00 to 0.30 (Table 3.4) brought an

increase of$12.04 (Table 3.5).

3.5 Application and limitations of the simulation model

The simulation model SSSM may be used independently to evaluate different selection

systems as designed by its user, but is limited as an optimisation technique. The model

however may be used to compare particular selection designs to determine how a

change in any selection variable (Section 1.1.2) and/or variance components (Section

2.2) could impact the magnitude of the G. It allows analysis of each stage separately as

well as analysis of all stages together as part of a coherent system of selection.

Furthermore, because a single value G may be assigned to each selection system

design, as a measure of its effectiveness, the simulation model SSSM provides a basis

for accurate comparison of alternative selection systems and subsequently, optimisation

of all design variables. The simulation model SSSM could be easily updated to allow

selection system prediction in other regions in the case of sugarcane or to other crop

species, by changing the parameters to be representative of the changed situation.

On the other hand, the limitations of the SSSM are that it does not allow testing of the

ratoon crops performance neither does it allow selecting for traits other than CCS and

cane yield. Another limitation of the SSSM is that it does not allow testing in 5-meter

long plots, the plot length often used in sugarcane selection trials, as row plots for which

variance components have been estimated are all 10 meters long: one la-meter long

plot, two lO-meter long plots, and four la-meter long plots.
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